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Serpentfall Serpentfall

    Heroes’            

“Now death is the portion of doomed men,
Red with blood the buildings of gods,
The sun turns black in the summer after,
Winds whine. Well, would you know more?”

— Völuspá, Stanza 41

Section
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Choose Your Poison:  
Your Game After the Serpentfall

As with all Fate Core games, you should meet with your group to determine the best way to use 
the setting material presented in this book, and to set up the current and impending issues for 
your game. If you want, you can skip forward to The World After Ragnarok starting on p. 55, 
but we’ve also got some suggestions here about how to get started.  

The central question you need to answer for your Day After Ragnarok campaign is:

The world as you know it has ended. What do you do?

Rather than limit your adventuring to one sort of campaign in one part of the world, this section 
lays out four different campaign types, any of which can be played most anywhere in the heroic 
world of The Day After Ragnarok. For each type, we’ve provided example issues, as well as a few 
pointers to sample heroes, locations, stage dressing, and such. (But go ahead and surprise us!) The 
world got a whole lot bigger, somehow, after the Serpent fell…

WOLVES BEYOND THE BORDER
This campaign answers the central question with: “Doing whatever we can.”

This is the “freelance heroes” saga, the most traditional sort of campaign. Your heroes are outlaws or 
barbarians, or just footloose types who just don’t fit in anywhere. They wander the Poisoned Lands, 
Africa, the Pacific, or a multitude of other places throughout the post-Serpentfall globe, killing 
horrors and living by their own code. They might be roving bounty hunters taking down monsters for 
money in the Mayoralties; a crew of master thieves ready to liberate museums of their masterpieces 
or generals of their loot; a driven squad of crusaders fighting spectral evil across the globe; an occult 
cabal seeking lost tomes and sorcerous wisdom; or prospectors looking for unique specimens to sell to 
Rhodes University or for antique lamps from submerged mansions on what used to be Long Island.

The key to this campaign is flexibility, or freedom: the heroes can take on or turn down anything 
they want. If they make things too hot for themselves in Algeria, they can hop a convenient 
steamer to Colombia, or barter a favor for a plane trip to Macao. If they hear a rumor, they can 
chase it; if they find someone in great need, they can help them. 

The GM’s job is to throw tempting loot, dangerous monsters, and fascinating strangers into their 
path as often as you can. Expect to create a lot of custom locations for this campaign, with their 
own issues, as the PCs travel around. A sample adventure sequence for this type of campaign can 
be found in the GM section on p. 104. 

• Current Issue: Things Fall Apart. The world is a place of decay and scarcity, where chaos 
reigns and there are always problems that need solving. The Serpentfall has not just nearly 
destroyed civilization as it was known, but also the survivors’ faith in the notion that it 
might ever return. Use this aspect to justify bringing chaos into the mix, whether that’s the 
decay of equipment on a long voyage or the sudden intervention of savagery in an otherwise 
peaceful situation.

• Impending Issue: You Must Choose A Side. The world is a collection of the remnants 
of nations, various factions, and insular tribes, all of whom are competing for the scarce 
resources that remain. Neutral parties who pass through—the PCs—are given the hairy 
eyeball because they are seen as yet another competitor with an unknown agenda. Use this 
aspect when different communities and groups put pressure on the PCs to commit to a 
particular agenda. Can they remain free of entanglements?
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• Typical Heroes: Barbarians, mercenaries, bounty hunters, bush pilots, prospectors, jacks-
of-all-trades, thieves, hunters, bards, archaeologists, cowboys, missionaries, outlaws, pirates, 
explorers, investigators, martial artists, sorcerers, deserters, Rhodes Scholar stringers.

• Well-Suited Locations: The Poisoned Lands, French Africa or the Congo, Ras al-
Thuban, China, the South China Sea, the Andes, the Caribbean, general globe-trotting.

• Likely Settings: Ruined cities, haunted jungles, windswept battlefields, someone else’s 
mansion or vault, the high seas, seedy dives, archives with indifferent security, caravan routes, 
gambling dens, just past a bribed guard, prisons and dungeons, remote airfields, the docks.

• Probable Opponents: People just like the heroes (but worse), the long arm of the law, 
monsters, Serpent cults, rivals for love or money, femmes (et hommes) fatale, tinpot would-be 
dictators, the other side’s Red Army advisers, racket bosses, various targets of opportunity.

• Welcome Rewards: Fabulous gems, Krugerrands and double-eagles, loose pieces of ophi-
tech (see p. 38), the dirt on someone, gold bars, a cargo of rifles, a plane of your own, much-
needed repairs, true love’s kiss (or the best substitute money can buy), pre-Fall whiskey, a 
good fight against bad people, a ticket outta Dodge on the next fast boat.

SERVANTS OF THE CROWN
This campaign answers the central question with: “Go back to the War.”

If the heroes start (or start out) consistently taking one side or helping one employer—MI5, Free 
China, or the great State of Texas—then the campaign is a “mission-driven” campaign. Someone 
gives the heroes orders, suggestions, or a good hard shove in the back; they then go in the indicated 
direction and do damage to the enemies of their patrons. It’s most likely that the “someone” is, 
at one or another remove, an agency of the British Empire: the SIS, the Royal Navy, MI5, Rhodes 
University, and so forth. The heroes might be contract employees of a deniable sort, or fully enlisted 
fighting men; they might be SAS, RRAF, or even Easy Company or the Fightin’ Roughnecks. 

This sort of structure also works if the heroes are Texas Rangers, Foreign Legionnaires, U.S. 
Marine Raiders, a mercenary company in the Midwest or South America, or members of any other 
military/paramilitary outfit. Similarly, the SIS version of the campaign applies (with a few fillips) 
to the American ONI or OSS, some other mostly-secret service, or even to geological prospectors 
and troubleshooters for Royal Dutch-Shell Oil! The heroes’ employer might be on the up-and-up, 
or the campaign might be a long story arc of betrayal… and revenge! 

With a slightly broader remit, this campaign structure can blend with the “Wolves Beyond the 
Border” type. The heroes might be wandering stringers for Rhodes University, freelance “eyes 
on the ground” for the Colonial Office, or a bunch of crooks given a pardon by the FBI on the 
condition that they always answer a telegram from “Mr. Able.” Such a connection can provide 
plenty of mission-driven adventures alongside the “explore-kill-and-loot” stories that a pure 
“freelance heroes” (or “freelance outlaws”) campaign supplies.

What you need to bring to a “Servants of the Crown” campaign is a good variety of missions, an 
interesting cast of “headquarters types” (think M, Moneypenny, and Q from the Bond movies), 
and a few nice recurring villains. The headquarters should be an important location in the game: 
feel free to give it its own issues and change them over time as the PCs advance (or fail to) the 
goals of their patron. The keys to this sort of campaign are structure and predictability; make 
those its strengths, not its weaknesses. A sample adventure sequence for this type of campaign 
can be found in the GM section on p. 107.

• Current Issue: The War Continues. The Serpentfall may have changed most everything, 
but it did not change the pull of patriotism on the human heart. The War has not ended, but 
merely changed shape. Use this aspect to push antagonism between factions in the world, 
and to justify the demands of the PCs’ patron on their time and resources.
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• Impending Issue: A Siege Unending. The PCs’ patron is under attack. Its adversaries 
come from before and after Serpentfall. Use this aspect to represent whatever threat is most 
worthy of the patron’s attention, and bring their influence in at dramatically appropriate 
times. Can the PCs protect their patron from the ravages of this new world?

• Typical Heroes: Soldiers, secret agents, sailors, aviators, grease monkeys, scientists, 
rocketeers, detectives, holy warriors, assassins, oilmen, chaplains, mercenaries, diplomats, 
lawmen, speleo-herpetologists, Texas Rangers, Mounties, Rhodes Scholars, archaeologists, 
mentalists, professors.

• Well-Suited Locations: The borders of the British Empire, Kansas and Arkansas, the 
Philippines, the Congo, the Mayoralties, the Oil States, behind the Serpent Curtain, enemy 
territory however defined.

• Likely Settings: Enemy airbases, hidden fortresses, illicit laboratories, the edge of space, 
a good spot for an ambush, island battle-stations, the belly of the beast, storm-wracked 
battlefields, huge gun emplacements, radar stations, bandit camps, Serpent cult compounds.

• Probable Opponents: The NKVD and Commies in general, the Kempeitai and the 
Japanese military in general, the Grand Kounty of Birmingham, goons and cannon fodder, 
strategic geniuses, “the player on the other side,” Serpent cults, a bald man with a scar and a 
monocle, bandit chiefs, warlords, rogue ophiurgists, rebels, fugitive Nazis, jerks and traitors 
on your own side, mad scientists, man-apes, demons, Djehuti-Yamun.

• Welcome Rewards: Promotion, access to cutting-edge black ophi-tech, battlefield honors, 
saving lives (your comrades or innocent civilians), “all found,” hazard pay, not getting 
shipped back to Robben Island, another dose of the experimental drug you need to keep your 
powers under control, bigger guns.

PHOENIX AND THE SWORD
This campaign answers the central question with: “We shall rebuild.”

The “rebirth and rebuilding” campaign differs somewhat from the “Servants of the Crown.” 
The heroes are still consistently on one side, but it’s the side of recovery. They aren’t romantic 
barbarians striding past the gleaming battlements of Dayton, or pirates swooping down on a 
freighter full of looted temple furnishings. They may be U.S. Army Rangers defending Dayton 
from hordes of bandits, or crusaders avenging the looting of a temple whose gardens fed hungry 
refugees. They may be a pocket of heroes determined to take a stand somewhere that needs them, 
and take on all comers for it. They may be deputized by the Crown or the President or the Baptist 
Convention, or mercenaries carving out their own pocket empire on the fringes of a crumbling 
world. They may be one band of brave rebels throwing off the dead hand of Japan or Russia or 
Britain, or they may be true only to some personal vision of a better future. 

Heroes like these can still rove around the world, doing good and moving on in the morning, 
finding points of light in a dark world and brightening them. But it’s more likely—and often more 
satisfying—for the heroes to stay where they know they make a difference, and maybe even end 
up calling the shots.

This doesn’t have to be a campaign about hope. You can model a “Phoenix and the Sword” 
campaign on the classic Western—gunfighters building a civilization—and get plenty of pathos 
out of it as the new peace and safety makes the heroes unnecessary. After all, the greatest 
“rebuilding” story in the world ends in tragedy and destruction: Arthur brings a new era of peace 
and unity to Britain… until Camelot collapses in the new Dark Age.

The key to this campaign type is pacing. While the setting is important, so much of it will be 
built or co-created by the players over time that you can focus on the challenges they face. Some 
challenges might be internal—political or social opposition from the people they help, or rival 
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adventurers with their own goals for the future—but mostly the challenges are external. Keep 
the problems coming, from all directions, but mix in a sprinkling of reward moments: easy fights 
against a villain or rival who was pretty tough when encountered before, connections with the 
people the heroes help, or unexpected allies building their own town up in the next county. By 
such contrast, bring out the danger and sweat of the next crisis.

Consider letting PCs add aspects to various locations in their home with their milestones, as per 
Fate Core’s World Advancement (Fate Core, p. 263), except player-driven. A sample adventure 
sequence for this type of campaign can be found in the GM section on p. 109.

• Current Issue: A Community In Need. The PCs’ chosen territory is fraught with the 
challenges of long-term settlement. People need resources, food, water, and other necessities 
to build and make a home. Use this aspect to bring those needs to the forefront and highlight 
the PCs’ role as the people whom everyone expects to help solve these problems. 

• Impending Issue: You Can Never Go Home Again. For all the effort that the PCs expend 
to make their chosen territory into a home, there’s someone who wants to mess it all up. Use 
this aspect to represent all the people who want to disrupt the PCs’ attempt to rebuild for their 
own selfish gains. Can they overcome the odds and establish a new bastion of civilization?

• Alternate Impending Issue: The Price of the Gun. For Western aficionados, use this 
aspect to represent how the community alienates itself from the PCs in response to their 
violent exploits on the community’s behalf. Can they avoid becoming the dark mirror of 
those they fight?

• Typical Heroes: Engineers, rebels, cowboys, merchants, lawmen, scientists, gadgeteers, 
preachers, soldiers, holy warriors, professors, frontiersmen, doctors, grease monkeys, 
Mounties, bards.

• Well-Suited Locations: The Mayoralties, the Caribbean, Mexico, Canada, France, 
British Africa, India, Palestine, Pacific islands, the East Indies.

• Likely Settings: Frontier stockades, river crossings and bridges, abandoned university 
libraries, burned-over city neighborhoods, the new mill, potentially idyllic islands, monster 
dens inconveniently nearby, meeting halls, caravan routes and caravan series, rough-hewn 
saloons, railheads, the wilderness around any of the above.

• Probable Opponents: Bandits, ghouls, the weather, rival mercenaries, troublemaking 
know-it-alls, Serpent cultists, panicky demagogues, plague, famine, barbarians, bandits, 
the all-too-local monsters, the hated British and other oppressors, shortages, hoarders, 
failing technology, migrating monsters, river-pirates, interfering officials from elsewhere, 
extortionists, and did I say bandits?

• Welcome Rewards: Survival, a decent harvest, a successful caravan, twenty dollars in 
gold, technical progress, a melting look from the schoolmarm, political power, getting to 
design your own flag, the next generation of humanity, life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness.

CITY OF THE EMERALD NIGHT
This campaign answers the central question with: “We keep on keeping on, along with our city.”

A campaign in which the heroes work for the LAPD is strikingly similar to a campaign in which 
the heroes work for L.A. crime boss Mickey Cohen. Both have strong similarities to a campaign 
in which the heroes just walk the mean streets of L.A., helping the wounded while trying to keep 
the sun coming up each morning. Whether outlaws or lawmen, barbarians or builders, the city 
remains the same—which is why city-based campaigns are their own special thing. It hardly 
matters if the heroes are Special Branch anti-terrorist cops in British Calcutta, or Viět Minh rebels 
in Japanese-held Saigon, or freelance hellraisers in the Motor City (aka Detroit). The heroes might 
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be protectors of a neighborhood, troubleshooters for a political boss, the best grifters in the whole 
damn town, or adrenaline junkies who hunt Things through sewers and subways. It’s all urban 
adventures, all the time.

The key to this campaign type is, unsurprisingly, its setting: you need to make the city feel real, 
breathe riotous life, challenge, mystery, and familiarity into every neighborhood and building. Give 
the players a sense of belonging and comfort, although you can keep the heroes feeling like outsiders 
on their last shilling. Anything can happen anywhere, and somehow it couldn’t have happened 
anywhere else. This “Arabian Nights” sense of wonder will keep your heroes on their toes, while they 
grow to feel like your city is their own, their home to defend or to judiciously loot… or both.

Consider doing a little bit more drilling down for this campaign frame, identifying several key 
locations that make up your city and giving them their own issues and faces. That’ll ensure that 
your PCs have a lot of material to interact with throughout the course of the campaign. Don’t 
be afraid to give your city enough material for several “mini-campaigns.” A sample adventure 
sequence for this type of campaign can be found in the GM section on p. 112.

• Current Issue: The Dream of the City. The city in your campaign has survived the 
apocalypse and retained its essential character. Use this aspect to remind the PCs of 
touchstones from the world before the Serpentfall, and to create moments of nostalgia for 
the world that used to be. 

• Impending Issue: Nothing Gold Can Stay. Outside the city limits, the world is a new 
place, full of danger and terror. It’s only a matter of time before outside forces impose their 
weight on the place you call home, forcing the realities of Serpentfall onto your doorstep. 
Can you stand against the turning of the world?

• Typical Heroes: Rebels, cops, priests, private eyes, con men, boxers, merchants, musicians, 
reporters, spies, thieves, monster slayers, wheelmen, gangsters, secret police, artists, occult 
detectives, exterminators, diplomats, holy warriors, acrobats, professors, sorcerers.

• Well-Suited Locations: Los Angeles, San Francisco, Vancouver, mostly-cleared 
Houston, Chicago, another city in the Mayoralties, Rio de Janeiro, Marseilles, Leopoldville, 
Nairobi, Capetown, Sydney, Calcutta, Bombay, Shanghai, Macao, Manila.

• Likely Settings: The docks, a neighborhood bar, jail, the university campus, the city gates, 
the sewers, fleabag hotels, City Hall, that weird old bookshop, opium dens, the stadium, the 
parish church, the bank, the red-light district, the casino, subway stations, Chinatown, the 
heroes’ office, parks, cemeteries, penthouses, pawnshops, the rather less welcoming bar, 
diners, conspirators’ basements, the cathedral, crime scenes, the plaza, Old Town.

• Probable Opponents: Thugs, mobsters, rivals, the police, Serpent cults, the Mayor, 
aldermen, the occupation authority, creepy foreigners, high society, monsters in the sewers, 
demagogues, blackmailers, thieves, Aunt Jennies, ghouls, loudmouths at the next table in 
the bar, the town watch, torch-bearing vigilantes, bureaucrats, spies, serial killers, rich and 
powerful scumbags.

• Welcome Rewards: Cash, a round on the house, clout, a blind eye to those weapons 
charges, the true set of books, Madame Dumont’s emeralds, the friendship of the rich and 
powerful, the enmity of the rich and powerful, new windows, getting the street light fixed.

MIXING, MATCHING, AND MAKING YOUR OWN
If none of these suggestions do it for you and your group, you can always make your own. Feel 
free to combine these aspects in whatever combination seems fitting. Things Fall Apart and 
You Can Never Go Home Again will give you a powerful story about tragic, wandering souls. A 
Community In Need paired with You Must Choose a Side will give you a great backdrop to play 
through a heavily conflicted local rebuilding effort. 
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Welcome to the End of the World: 
Character Creation

What would you do if you knew the world would end yesterday? Light out for the territories with 
all the ammunition you can carry? Rage against the dying of the light? Sign up to do your duty 
for King and Country? Dive into moldy legends and try to find a counter-spell? In The Day After 
Ragnarok, you can do any or all of those things. With a tommy-gun. And you’re just the hero the 
world needs. Or if not, you can create him.

MAKING A HERO
Make your Day After Ragnarok character according to the rules in Fate Core, with a few 
exceptions.  After picking a High Concept and Trouble, the remaining phases are as follows:

Glory Days
Tell us a story from before the Serpentfall. You were extraordinary even then. What did you do? 
What kind of life did you live? Did you leave behind any regrets? Use this phase to explore your 
character’s past and figure out what touchstones might resonate in their present life.

The Day After Ragnarok
Your world ended along with everyone else’s. How did Ragnarok affect your life? Were you part 
of the action, or on the sidelines? How did you distinguish yourself? What did you lose? Use this 
phase to explore how the Serpentfall changed your character and paved the way for the person 
they are in the present day. 

Just A Few Days Ago
What’s on your plate right now? How has the aftermath of the world’s end gone for you? What 
just went wrong? Use this to give yourself some immediate problems to deal with as the game 
starts and help the GM come up with scenario prompts.

You also have new skills to choose from: Pilot, Ride, Sail, Science, Scrounge, and Survival. Also, 
the Lore skill has changed a little bit. You’ll find all these new write-ups on p. 27-30. Because there 
are more skills, we’re giving you a bigger skill pyramid: peak it at Superb (+5), so you get 1 Superb, 
2 Great, 3 Good, 4 Fair, and 5 Average skills.

Finally, we have a few unique extras 
available in this game: magic, psionics, 
miracles, and ophi-tech. Their write-
ups start on p. 38. All of our extras are 
stunt-based. 

Each PC gets three extra free stunt 
slots to buy extras with, in addition to 
the three free stunts you get in Fate 
Core by default. If you don’t want 
to buy into any of those extras, you 
can use those free stunt slots for our 
“default” extras option, which is gear 
(see p. 34).

A Default Character
By the time you’re done creating your character for your 
The Day After Ragnarok campaign,, you should have 
the following:

• Five aspects:  a high concept, a trouble, and three 
others.

• A skill pyramid peaking at Superb (+5).

• Three to five stunts. 

• One to three refresh, depending on how many 
stunts you take.

• Three extras or slots for gear
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SOME ADVICE ON ASPECTS
Certain themes are very appropriate for aspects in The Day After Ragnarok. Keep these in mind 
if you need some help figuring out what to pick.

King, Country, Agency, Gang
When the Serpent appeared, the world was already divided into factions, gripped by the politics 
of World War II. Nations fought nations, espionage agencies engaged in elaborate games of 
cat-and-mouse, and freedom fighters railed against oppressive authority. Law enforcement and 
criminal fraternities continued their timeless struggle, with the war providing new arenas for 
their conflict. Though many of those groups changed after Ragnarok, they remain in one form or 
another, adopting new causes or continuing with business as usual. 

An aspect reflecting this theme should describe your character’s relationship with one of these 
factions. You might be an RAF pilot, a sailor for the Royal Navy, a Texas Ranger, a member 
of a prominent Mafia family, or an NKVD agent on the run. If you’re currently still with the 
organization, the aspect reflects the demands they place on you and the support they give. If 
you’re on the outs, they represent the benefits of training, but also the weight of past obligations 
or a bias that will make dealing with them difficult.

Higher Learning
The Serpentfall did not entirely doom us back into a new dark age. On the contrary, it opened up 
ophiurgy, a new field of science (see p. 34). The seeking of knowledge and the spirit of innovation 
remain alive and well, with Rhodes University (see p. 56) leading the pack.

An aspect reflecting this theme should describe your character’s relationship with one of these 
institutions. Again, a favorable aspect reflects their demands and resources, and an unfavorable 
aspect reflects their influence on you and complications in the present if you have to deal with 
them.

Faith, Mysteries, and Legend
The Serpentfall also proved that arcane and miraculous forces were real. Clandestine organizations 
across the world have been studying magic, psionics, and divine power for some time, but now 
they’ve clearly emerged from the shadows and are now nearly a part of everyday life. 

Thus, your character may have a relationship with supernatural powers or unexplained 
phenomenon. You might reflect this as faith in a deity (just not the Serpent—that’s for NPCs 
only!), the practice of an ancient occult tradition or tribal folkways, the power inherent to your 
bloodline, the effect of exposure to strange radiation (meteorites are always good), the result of 
arcane experimentation, or pretty much anything else you can think of.

Guest Appearances
You’ll notice that we don’t deliberately call out guest appearances in the new phases. They’re optional in 
The Day After Ragnarok—if you want to make your character a lone wolf, go ahead. But keep in mind 
that being involved with the other PCs is an indicator that you can’t remain the lone wolf, and that you 
should devote the early part of the game to find ways to connect with them.

If you want to do guest appearances in this game, you should weave them into the story of one or more 
of the phases. In other words, pick one phase where two players invent a combined story, and assign 
each of their characters an aspect based on how that turns out. That way, you can have PCs influence 
each other at different parts of their lives. Maybe they were buddies before the Serpentfall who are just 
now reuniting, or maybe they’re new (and reluctant) comrades-in-arms. You decide!
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A good aspect reflecting this theme should be double-edged—it’s the reason why you have 
some unique abilities, but it also makes demands of you or complicates your behavior. Religions 
require codes of behavior and the sacrifice of material resources for the faith. Certain actions 
must be done to retain the favor of the gods. Everyone knows there’s something not quite right 
about you.

Debts, Desperation, and Scarcity 
The world’s a much harsher place than it once was. There’s not enough of anything to go around 
except pain. Supplies of pretty much anything you can think of are low, from potable water to 
toys. In such an environment, people will do harsh things to survive. They make terrible decisions 
regarding their fellow man, or make desperate deals with those who have more (fuel, food, power, 
whatever) than they do. 

Perhaps your character is such a person. 

An aspect following this theme might reflect persistent emotional or mental trauma, personal 
realizations made in the struggle to survive, the enemies that your previous choices have brought 
you, the people to whom you’re indebted, or even just something you have a chronic need for that 
you can’t get. 

Things Left Behind
It hasn’t been very long since the world ended. The wounds are still fresh. Everyone has a story to 
tell about someone or something they lost—a loved one, a pet, cherished possessions, a seat of 
power. Some lucky few hold on to what they have even more tightly, protecting it fanatically.

An aspect following this theme might reflect the influence of something you lost, a relationship 
or connection you value more dearly now than before, a relationship or connection irrevocably 
changed, or a reunion you seek.

Superstition and Fear
Some people respond to the apocalypse by retreating into psychological conservatism, clutching 
to some remnant of the past to save what remains of their sanity. Religious fundamentalism 
is stronger than it ever has been, maybe even more so, as whole communities of people try to 
translate their experiences through the lens of their preferred holy text, using Ragnarok as a 
justification for their fervor. Certain communities, especially those isolated from civilization, have 
given up on modern technology and the notion of progress, preferring the “good old days” before 
the rise of industry.

An aspect following this theme reflects the belief system or code that your character uses to cope 
with the reality of the new world. It gives you something to hold onto and can help you focus your 
convictions to your goals, but it will also make it hard for you to interact with anything outside 
your comfort zone.

Triumph and Hope
The world is battered, but not destroyed. You’re still here, and you intend to be around for a while 
yet. Things aren’t going to get better unless someone gets out there and does something about it, 
and you’re just the kind of person to do exactly that.

An aspect following this theme should suggest very noble or heroic qualities for your character, 
whether that’s inherent to them or suggested by reputation. Of course, this can also create 
complications—nobility and naïveté go hand in hand, and having a reputation as a hero is always 
liable to attract unwanted attention from the people who need saving or the people who don’t 
want you to save them.  
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CHARACTER ARCHETYPES
Here are some ideas for typical characters in The Day After Ragnarok: a broad archetype with 
some high concept pitches, suggested peak and key skills, and likely extras. Use these as ideas 
to fuel your creativity. Don’t feel obligated to stick with these or use them in isolation—mix and 
match to your heart’s content. 

THE ACROBAT
High Concepts: An Indian temple dancer, fleeing an arranged marriage back home; a Mohawk 
“high steel” worker brought West in the Evacuation of ‘46; a “grease man” for a criminal ring in 
France seeking new opportunities where the cops don’t speak French.

Peak Skill: Athletics
Key Skills: Burglary, Deceive, Stealth
Likely Extras: gear 

THE AVIATOR
High Concepts: A former RAF pilot during the War, now flying bush in the Outback; a stringer 
for the ONI, flying tramp cargo anywhere from Mosul to Macao; an ophi-tech test pilot for 
Hughes Aircraft, eager to beat the British into space.

Peak Skill: Pilot
Key Skills: Contacts, Crafts, Scrounge 
Likely Extras: gear, ophi-tech

Options: The Wheelman and The Sailor
By changing Pilot out for Drive or Sail, you can make a character suited for those vehicles. Try 
these for high concepts:

• Wheelman: An Amarillo stock-car racer who runs cargoes (and salvaged cars) out of the 
Poisoned Lands for the thrill of it; a Calcutta cabbie who knows every street by night; a hard-
bitten trucker who runs dynamite (or anything else) across the Andes for hard silver.

• Sailor: A Zambezi river pilot used to dodging crocodiles and shooting whitewater (and 
the occasional bandit); a Tanka “junk person” smuggler working the South China Sea 
between Japan, the Nationalists, and Manila; a fishing boat captain out of Long Beach who 
keeps running into bigger and bigger fish.

THE BARBARIAN
High Concepts: A Sioux brave, exiled from the reservation for killing an enemy; a Massongwe “Lord 
of the Jungle” deep in the Congo, fighting a one-man war against the Belgian (and British) occupiers; 
a Pennsylvania state cop who escaped with a sword and nothing else when his town got blitzed by 
Pittsburgh raiders.

Peak Skill: Fight
Key Skills: Athletics, Physique, Survival
Likely Extras: gear

THE COWBOY
High Concepts: A ranch hand in Texas, driving off starving rustlers and electric death-
worms alike; an Aboriginal beef-drover in the Outback with connections to both the Royal 
Army and his tribal magicians; a gaucho on the high pampas of Argentina with little love for the 
new German owners of the neighboring estancia.
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Peak Skill: Shoot
Key Skills: Provoke, Ride, Survival
Likely Extras: gear

THE DETECTIVE
High Concepts: A tough-as-nails P.I. on the mean streets of Los Angeles; an intuitive “pattern 
analyst” employed by the Buenos Aires police; a cagy inspector from the Brisbane office of the 
Commonwealth Investigations Branch. 

Peak Skill: Investigate
Key Skills: Contacts, Empathy, Notice 
Likely Extras: psi, gear

Option: Occult Detective
Putting Lore somewhere in the Detective’s mix, either as the peak skill or one of the key skills, will 
get you a specialist in uncovering all matters arcane. You’ll probably also command either magic 
or miracles to help you in your cases. Try these high concepts:

• Occult Detective: A Seattle bookseller whose twin sister disappeared in a haunted 
house; a witch-smeller in the Gold Coast; one of “Sir Maxwell’s boys” in MI5, tracking the 
Daughters of Dionin.

THE DIPLOMAT
High Concepts: The senior bureaucrat in Chicago’s Federal Building, “showing the flag” in 
the Poisoned Lands; the Royal Navy’s aviation attaché. in Algiers, keeping an eye on the Action 
Française; Venezuela’s consul in Japanese-occupied Shanghai, cut off from his home government 
and acting on his own recognizance.

Peak Skill: Rapport
Key Skills: Contacts, Empathy, Will
Likely Extras: gear

THE ENGINEER
High Concepts: A wildcat oilman, slant-drilling the Serpent in Morocco; an “improvisational 
engineer” who works as a railroad company troubleshooter; a “book-learned” expert in medieval 
sieges hired to fortify Murfreesboro, Tennessee.

Peak Skill: Crafts
Key Skills: Science, Scrounge, Survival
Likely Extras: gear, ophi-tech

THE EXPLORER
High Concepts: A Rhodes University stringer, re-mapping the interior of Africa after the 
Serpentfall shifted rivers and filled lakes; an Apache scout for the Arizona National Guard, 
following Dero tunnels wherever they lead; an OSS captain “on detached duty” in Burma 
encountering lost tribes and hidden cities in Japanese-held Southeast Asia.

Oilman?
Pretty much everyone is still dependent on oil to get things done. This has given rise to a breed of 
Engineer whose job is to find that oil, get it away from their competitors, and sell it for hard gold. 
Considering that a significant source of oil requires you to drill holes in the Serpent’s flank, this can be a 
dangerous proposition. But someone has to do it, right?
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Peak Skill: Notice
Key Skills: Investigate, Scrounge, Survival 
Likely Extras: gear

Option: The Archaeologist
For a more Weird Tales-style angle on the Explorer, add Lore to the skills and pick up some magic, 
psi, or ophi-tech. Try these high concepts:

• Archaeologist: A University of Chicago scholar, piecing together ancient Mound Builder 
magic in the Poisoned Lands; an unorthodox archaeologist attached to Rhodes University, 
looking for pre-human artifacts in the Congo; a freelance tomb raider in chaotic China.

THE GADGETEER
High Concepts: A black-market scrounger on the docks in Capetown, tossed out of Rhodes 
University for… um… personal reasons; a garage inventor in Dallas with a lifelong dream of going 
to Mars; a visionary technical genius who defected to Australia from Bulgaria just ahead of the 
Red Army.

Peak Skill: Crafts
Key Skills: Contacts, Lore or Science, Scrounge
Likely Extras: ophi-tech, gear

THE GANGSTER
High Concepts: A would-be warlord squeezed out by his former partners in St. Paul, Minnesota; a 
Triad underboss in Manila selling guns (and more) to all sides; a racketeer and longshoreman in Belize, 
dealing with pirates and the Royal Navy.

Peak Skill: Contacts
Key Skills: Deceive, Provoke, Resources
Likely Extras: ophi-tech, gear

THE GREASE MONKEY
High Concepts: A U.S. Navy carrier air mechanic during the War, now on the beach on half-
pay; a born jury-rigger keeping things running (just barely) somewhere in Newfoundland; a 
Scots engineer on a Pacific tramp steamer; a village mechanic from Zululand who’s never had 
the right tools.

Peak Skill: Crafts
Key Skills: Physique, Scrounge, Survival 
Likely Extras: gear

THE HOLY WARRIOR
High Concepts: A Turkish ghazi who battles Communism in the name of Allah; a Mormon Son of 
Dan who kills monsters to help decent folk survive on the frontiers of Utah; a Navajo medicine man 
who works for the U.S. military because his father was treated well in the Army.

Peak Skill: Lore
Key Skills: Fight, Physique, Will
Likely Extras: magic, miracles

THE HUNTER
High Concepts: A Filipino scout and resistance fighter; a “lone wolf” Wyoming monster-hunter; a 
trained Masai askari.
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Peak Skill: Shoot
Key Skills: Notice, Survival, Stealth
Likely Extras: gear

THE LAWMAN
High Concepts: An Alderman’s Guardsman working “Little Hell” in Chicago; an Indian Police 
constable riding circuit in Rajasthan; a French police inspector in Spanish Casablanca shocked—
shocked!—to find Gaullist cells operating there.

Peak Skill: Rapport or Provoke (good cop, bad cop…)
Key Skills: Drive or Ride, Investigate, Shoot 
Likely Extras: gear

THE MENTALIST
High Concepts: A defector from the Soviet psi program, working for SIS now under deep cover; 
a pilot and playboy trained in a remote Himalayan lamasery; a Hungarian émigré who worked at 
Los Alamos with a lot of strange radioactive elements.

Peak Skill: Will
Key Skills: Deceive, Empathy, Rapport
Likely Extras: psi

THE MIRACLE MAN/WOMAN
High Concepts: A mambo of the Rada rite of Voodoo, fighting zombies in nearly-drowned 
Haiti; a Presbyterian missionary in the Chinese interior, working with the Nationalist resistance 
and banishing demons he’s never heard of; a Jewish kabbalist rabbi who got out of Lisbon just 
ahead of Franco’s troops with his notes on ghosts.

Peak Skill: Lore
Key Skills: Investigate, Survival, Will
Likely Extras: miracles

THE MUSICIAN
High Concepts: A big band clarinetist in Rio de Janeiro, rubbing shoulders with swells and 
spies; a Mississippi bluesman with a hellhound on his trail; a Bollywood playback singer in hock to 
the Bombay mob.

Peak Skill: Rapport
Key Skills: Contacts, Empathy, Scrounge
Likely Extras: gear; psi would be interesting, too 

Option: The Skald
Add Fight and Lore in the Musician’s mix, and maybe some magic, and you’ve got a decent post-
apocalyptic spin on the classic fantasy bard. Try these for high concepts:

• Skald: A former Ahnenerbe poet cursed to roam the world forever; a wandering 
Appalachian folk singer with a Pow-Wow Book and the Old Songs; a griot in French Senegal 
acting as a courier for a rebel alliance.

I Am The Law
A highly appropriate option for The Lawman is to serve a famous law enforcement organization, such as 
the Texas Rangers or the Mounties. The reputation you’ll have because of your organization should be 
reflected in one of your aspects.
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THE PROFESSOR
High Concepts: A historian at Oberlin College, trying to keep culture alive after the 
Serpentfall; a professor’s daughter from Bombay, spoiled with books and by scholars since 
infancy; a civilian instructor at the Royal Military College, Duntroon, who wants some real-world 
experience.

Peak Skill: Lore or Science
Key Skills: Investigate, Notice, Resources
Likely Extras: gear

Option: The Arcane Scholar
Swap in Lore for Science for an occult take, as well as Scrounge for Resources if they spend more 
time in the field than in the comforts of their institution. Try these high concepts:

• Arcane Scholar: An obsessed “ghost-breaker” working in the ruins of Paris; a Caltech 
physicist interested in black magic; a Bengali mathematician attempting to derive the 
Kabbalah from first principles.

THE REPORTER
High Concepts: A gossip writer in Los Angeles with a nose for scandal; a war correspondent 
beached in the Pacific looking for the big story that’ll be her ticket home; a crime-scene 
photographer in Capetown who’s taken more pictures than he tells his boss or the SAP.

Peak Skill: Investigate
Key Skills: Contacts, Rapport, Stealth
Likely Extras: gear

THE SCIENTIST
High Concepts: An émigré Dutch Rhodes University biochemist; a fanatical dreamer building 
robots beneath a plaza in Mexico City; an astronomer in Australia tracking odd anomalies on the 
Moon.

Peak Skill: Science
Key Skills: Crafts, Investigate, Notice
Likely Extras: gear, but maybe ophi-tech

THE SECRET AGENT
High Concepts: A former SOE-trained Maquis saboteur, politically purged in Algeria and 
looking for a new outlet for her skills; the ONI’s man in Macao; a former SIS agent with a lot of 
contacts in the Middle East.

Peak Skill: Deceive
Key Skills: Contacts, Shoot, Stealth
Likely Extras: psi, ophi-tech 

THE SOLDIER
High Concepts: A Royal Indian Army rissaldar patrolling the Afghan border for Soviet 
infiltrators; a U.S. Marine turned mercenary captain in Memphis; a Foreign Legionnaire who goes 
on “independent patrols” looking for ancient Egyptian treasure in Africa.

Peak Skill: Fight or Shoot
Key Skills: Notice, Physique, Survival
Likely Extras: gear
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Option: The Mercenary
You can use your aspects to reflect an estrangement between your Soldier character and their 
former outfit, thus creating a good foundation for a gun-for-hire.

THE SORCERER
High Concepts: The Romany seventh son of a seventh son from all over, but mostly from 
Sydney; a taciturn Finnish sorceress who somehow walked out of the Gulag and into Alaska; a 
fakir from Calcutta with family enemies in the Congress Party.

Peak Skill: Lore
Key Skills: Provoke, Survival, Will
Likely Extras: magic

THE SPELEO-HERPETOLOGIST
High Concepts: A hardcore “belly man” on call in Hereford; a pensioner consulting for Rhodes 
University and hunting monsters to relax; a security specialist at the ophiurgical labs in Nairobi, 
secretly glad to be away from the Belly.

Peak Skill: Lore or Science
Key Skills: Fight, Shoot, Survival 
Likely Extras: gear, ophi-tech

THE THRILL-SEEKING CRIMINAL 
High Concepts: A gorgeous cat burglar in glamorous Rio de Janeiro; a “box man” recruited 
by the SOE during the War, given a pardon, and gone mostly straight as a locksmith; a security 
expert (former ONI) in San Francisco playing both sides against the middle on the docks.

Peak Skill: Burglary
Key Skills: Deceive, Scrounge, Stealth
Likely Extras: gear

New Skills and Updated Skills
For a game of Fate Core  set in the world after the Serpentfall, there are a few skills that need 
some updating or tweaking, and a few all new ones to choose from. 

LORE
The actions associated with the Lore skill remain unchanged from Fate Core, but the context of 
its use is different in this game. The Lore skill now represents your knowledge of culture, history, 
folklore, legendry, magic, and the occult. It is meant as a direct counterpart to the Science skill.  

If you’re playing an academic character, the subject matter your character studies will determine 
whether you want to prioritize Lore or Science. Use Lore for “softer” disciplines like philosophy 

Speleo-what?
The belly of the dead Serpent is home to a number of strange, writhing creatures. They hold 
biological—and perhaps magical—secrets on which depend the survival of the free world. Someone 
has to get them out of the caves and caverns in which they dwell. The speleo-herpetologist, or “snake-
caver” specializes in that exploration and extraction. Most people think they’re insane. The snake-
cavers don’t argue.
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and the liberal arts, and use Science for the “hard” disciplines such as mathematics, psychology, 
and engineering. It’s a bit of a simplification, we know, but tropes are part of the joy of pulp.

PILOT
Pilot is identical to Drive, but it applies to planes and other machines that fly (like blimps and 
jetpacks). Use this skill only if it’s important to differentiate between the “ace pilot” and the 
“awesome wheelman” characters, or if different modes of travel have an impact on your particular 
campaign.

RESOURCES
Material wealth is a very different creature in the world after Ragnarok. Characters with the 
Resources skill (see Fate Core, p. 122) would have a wide variety of goods they can use as the 
equivalent of tender—cold, hard cash still works in more civilized parts of the world, and silver 
and gold still carry a wide appeal even on the frontier. When you get out into more dangerous 
territory like the Poisoned Lands, bullets, food, potable water, and other survival gear become 
way more valuable than any currency.

The upshot of this is that your character really shouldn’t have the Resources skill at all unless 
the campaign is set somewhere where people still use money or you have a stable proximity to 
whatever the source of your wealth is. Trade goods need to be stockpiled somewhere, whether 
that’s on a traveling caravan or in a secure vault. It’s hard to get your patrons at Rhodes to send 
goods to barter with when you’re deep in a cavern talking to the tribe that lives there.

Also, in this setting Resources is a fragile skill, which creates problems if you draw on it repeatedly 
in a short amount of time. The 1940s was not an age of instant credit and ATM cards, and things 
are even worse after Serpentfall. Therefore, the use of Resources has some special rules.

Any time you roll Resources and get anything other than a success with style (see Fate Core, 
p. 132), you earn an aspect reflecting your diminished access to immediate wealth, like Thin 
Wallet or Short on Inventory. Treat this like a situation aspect that affects you for every 
scene until the end of the session—you may get compelled because of it, and characters may 
invoke it to your detriment. You get this aspect even if you choose to accept another major or 
minor cost as the consequence of a roll. 

If you use your Resources again that session without getting a success with style, the aspect gets 
renamed to something worse, like Just a Few Pence Left or Nearly Broke. 

If it happens a third time in the same session, you take the aspect Tapped Out. The only way you 
can use Resources again this session is by volunteering to do something to gain temporary wealth, 
like taking out a loan, making a deal on credit, agreeing to do a favor, or sacrificing something 
of great value. Rename the aspect to reflect the nature of your debt or sacrifice, like I Owe Boss 
Henry a Favor or I Have No Ammunition. 

As long as you don’t go passed the Tapped Out stage, the aspect goes away at the end of the 
session. If you do, it sticks to you until an appropriate point in the story for that debt to be 
discharged or for you to recover your losses. This is widely dependent on situation: if your aspect 
is I Have No Ammunition, the next opportunity to restock and resupply will get rid of it. Boss 
Henry might hold that favor over your head for a while, though…

RIDE
Ride is identical to Drive and Pilot, but it applies to live mounts. (That means motorcycles still fall 
under Drive.) As with Pilot, you should only use this skill if it matters that the PCs need to use 
this form of transportation as opposed to others. 
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There is a social element to the Ride skill that distinguishes it from the others. If you choose to 
use it, add these to the default actions for Drive:

 Overcome: Use Ride to soothe a mount that has been spooked or angered, to train an 
obstinate mount, or otherwise change the behavior of a mount to whatever is favorable to you.

 Create an Advantage: Use Ride to discern the nature of anything unusual going on with 
your mount, such as a change in mood or disposition, or to evaluate an animal’s personality 
and properties as a potential mount.

SAIL
Sail is in the same family of transportation-based skills as Drive, Pilot, and Ride, covering 
anything that goes on the water. “Sail” is a bit of an imprecise name here—you also use it for 
motorboats. Again, only demand this skill if there’s something significant about people using 
boats instead of other forms of transportation. 

SCROUNGE
Scrounge involves finding what you need to find under dire circumstances or to fit a particular 
need, to acquire things of general or specific utility. It’s the skill most people have in this game 
instead of Resources, because most people don’t have routine access to excesses of material wealth 
or are able to just buy what they need.

Major and minor costs associated with a Scrounge roll should reflect the price paid to find what 
you need, or finding something that’s not quite right for the situation but will do in a pinch 
(famous last words) and potentially create complication. 

 Overcome: Use Scrounge whenever you’re in need of supplies or goods to get past an 
obstacle, or you’re interested in acquiring an item that the GM deems is difficult to get for 
whatever dramatically appropriate reason. You can also use this skill to remove a situation 
aspect related to scarcity or a lack of proper equipment, to bribe people or conduct deals by 
acquiring something the other party is seeking.

 Create an Advantage: If a particular tool, item, or material good can help you complete a 
certain objective, use Scrounge to find it and apply it as a situation aspect. Also, use Scrounge 
to identify the utility of a particular item, especially if it falls outside the item’s “intended” 
use. For example, the mercury in a thermometer might be scrounged to repair an electrical 
switch. 

 Attack: Scrounge isn’t used for attacks.

 Defend: Scrounge isn’t used to defend.

SCIENCE
Science is identical to Lore, but it covers knowledge of the “hard” sciences—basically, any 
scientific discipline that relies on experimentation and data. The actions work the same.

SURVIVAL
Survival involves getting by in the wild and coming back home to tell the tale of it. In certain parts 
of the world post-Serpentfall, nature itself can be an enemy, and the long trip across the wastes 
can kill you just as dead as an angry cultist or radioactive beast.

Major and minor costs associated with Survival should reflect the privations of wilderness travel: 
starvation, disease, and injury. GMs, don’t be afraid to demand that the PC take consequences to 
represent these costs, especially if it’s major. It’s a jungle out there, after all…
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 Overcome: Use Survival to conduct a lengthy journey in the wilderness or between pockets 
of civilization without incident and keep yourself fed, hydrated, and sheltered throughout. 
This is a good way to make the effects of travel tangible without getting too overburdened by 
minutiae; make it a contest if you want things to be especially grueling, or incorporate this 
skill into a challenge if you want several PCs to influence how the trip goes. You also use this 
skill to weather the obstacles presented by a particularly hostile environment, or to hunt and 
track prey. 

 Create an Advantage: Use Survival to use the features of a wilderness area to your 
advantage, and to identify or create idealized circumstances in which to act, such as finding 
an ideal campsite or hunting ground. 

 Attack: Survival is not used to attack. (Hunting isn’t combat, unless you’re hunting a bear 
or giant radioactive lizard. And if you are, use Survival to find it, and your combat skills to 
take it down.)

 Defend: Survival is not used to defend. (Unless the GM is running Mother Nature as 
a character and attacking you with a blizzard or something. Then, by all means, use it to 
defend.)

Extras
All of the extras in this game use a stunt-based approach. As stated previously, you get three 
additional stunt slots to invest in extras. You can also use your normal stunts for this, but you 
don’t have to. 

The two major types of extras are powers and ophi-tech. If you don’t see your character as the 
supernatural type, don’t worry—you can use those extra stunt slots to invest in gear (see p. 34).

POWERS
Permission: One aspect that explains the source of your power   Costs: stunt slots and/or refresh

The world of the arcane is dark, twisted, and dangerous in this world, poisoned by the Serpent 
and by the sorceries of Thule.

Powers come in three different flavors: magic, miracles, or psionics. You’ll have to decide which are 
appropriate for PCs to have as a group—we included some notes on narrative flavor below.

Mechanically speaking, they all work the same way—build them as stunts according to the advice 
for Superpowers in Fate Core (see p. 279), depending on what kind of powers you want. 

As in Fate Core, you can stack multiple stunts into one power to give it enhanced effect. We 
recommend that magic uses the Lore skill, and that miracles and psi use Will. As always, prioritize 
getting the feel right over precise balance in terms of cost/benefit; we’ve provided some examples 
of each flavor to show you what we mean.

In addition to the few tricks you’ll always call on as stunts, the aspect you choose to represent 
your power has an impact on the setting and narrative, depending on which flavor you choose. 
Here are some guidelines.

MAGIC
Magic is inherently tricky and dangerous, and it imposes a cost on its practitioners over and 
above any danger to their souls. Their body energies flare and flux and interfere with precision 
equipment and electrical gear, or simply dwindle and drain slowly into Niflheim. Although all the 
major nations deny any official magical efforts, there may well be secretive government programs 
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ongoing at Mount Shasta or Ayers Rock, not to mention whatever Stalin has bubbling away 
behind the Wall of Serpents.

A magical hero might follow any sort of tradition, if the GM thinks it belongs in her game: an 
Aleister Crowley wannabe, a Pennsylvania hex magician, a Kenyan witch-smeller… whatever. The 
player and GM should work together to establish the proper “feel” for any given magical tradition, 
which should always involve some sort of ritual components and/or activities. 

This technological interference and need to adhere to the traditions of your magical upbringing 
are good fodder for compels. Likewise, any major or minor costs you accrue, or simply failing a 
magic-related roll, should result in the taking of stress and consequences as your power feeds back 
into you in unfortunate ways.

Example Spell: Puppet Cost: 3 Stunts

The puppet spell requires you to have some sort of physical representation of your target, such 
as a voodoo doll, which incorporates some tangible link to the target—blood, hair, an object of 
personal importance, and so on. You can create a puppet in the middle of a fight by smearing 
your opponent’s blood onto a “blank” doll after any successful Fighting hit of at least one shift, or 
creating an advantage like Bloodied.

Once that’s established, you can use your Lore skill to make physical attacks or create pain-related 
advantages against your target, and they can only defend with the lowest of Physique or Will as 
long as you possess the doll or the effect is not dispelled. 

Distance is irrelevant for this, and you have an instinctive sense of your target’s state of being 
through your connection to the puppet. However, to maintain a puppet over time you need to 
renew those tangible links—if you no longer have access to your target next session, presume the 
link you have has gone stale.

Example Spell: Obscure  Cost: 1 stunt

The obscure spell allows you to blunt any one sense from detecting you. Sight is always a popular 
choice, but smell and sound are sometimes more important. Don’t burden yourself with setting 
up a casting roll beforehand or whatever—just presume that having this spell allows you to 
replace Stealth with Lore when necessary to actively oppose Notice or Survival rolls, or in some 
cases, obviate the need for a roll entirely (like with nameless NPC guards.

GMs, you’re well within your rights to suggest that the player needs to succeed with style to block 
all the senses that someone or something might use to detect them. This is especially notable in 
the wilderness, where predators use multiple acute senses to track. 

Dealing with Rituals
This model of magic is really specialized compared to a lot of other settings. Your character knows a 
couple of nifty tricks and whatnot, but he or she is not going to have game-breaking, plot-altering power.

For the most part, we presume that any big magic that’s intended to cause large-scale change or last for 
lifetimes (like a generational curse or causing a rain of meteors) is beyond the scope of most normal 
practitioners on a day-to-day basis. That kind of stuff is something you devote years of time, energy, 
preparation, sweat, and blood to accomplish, and usually with the help of a cabal or coven.  

Consequently, that makes big rituals a great scenario hook for the villains, or a good background element 
to bring up over time if your PC has a home base and spends their off-hours doing magic for the benefit 
of the community.
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Example Spell: Dispel Cost: 1 stunt

The dispel spell adds an action to Lore, allowing you to use it to dispel other people’s magical 
workings (you can always dispel your own). This is an overcome action, which the other caster can 
actively oppose with Lore (even if they’re not directly there, you’re still contesting their will). 

For really complicated enchantments or big rituals that are the plot device for a scenario, run this 
as a contest instead of a single overcome roll.  

MIRACLES
Triggering Ragnarok and awakening the Midgard Serpent definitely demonstrated that 
miraculous powers exist in the world. The GM may determine that harnessing the forces of the 
gods (Nordic or otherwise) requires lengthy ritual preparation, priestly investment and vows, 
hallucinogenic trance states, and/or other restrictions that leave it in NPC hands and largely in 
the realm of plot devices.

If, however, miracle-wielding PCs are an option, your aspect should reflect the devout faith that 
allows you to call on miraculous powers. You are an active adherent of your religion and should 
act as such. Judeo-Christian “faith healers” or “prayer workers” have a mandate to witness for 
their faith. Buddhist and Hindu miracle-workers often devote themselves to a life of pacifism 
and poverty. 

These behavioral restrictions and how others respond to them are good sources for compels, 
and major and minor costs for miracle-working should take the form of additional obligations 
imposed by the patron deity, or perhaps a purely internal crisis of faith when your chosen divinity 
does not answer your call as you expected.

Example Miracle: Faith Healing Cost: 2 stunts

Faith healing adds an action to Will, allowing you to use it to diminish or remove physical 
consequences as per the recovery rules. There’s an additional benefit—if you succeed with style, 
you reduce the severity of the consequence by one level. This can eliminate mild consequences 
directly, and it can bring someone from the brink of an otherwise life-altering extreme 
consequence (see Fate Core, p. 164). 

Be careful, though: the default opposition to deal with an extreme consequence is a Legendary 
(+8), so you would need to roll +11 or higher to make this happen. Just getting a success at this 
roll might allow the subject to rename the aspect without having to wait for a major milestone, 
at the GM’s discretion, or it might not. The gods are fickle, after all…

Example Miracle: Divine Wisdom Cost: 2 stunts

The divine wisdom miracle allows you to open yourself up to the gods to seek answers on the 
best course of action in a particular situation. You need time to pray and meditate on the 
course of action, so this isn’t something you can do in the middle of a conflict or contest, but 
otherwise the only requirement is time and specificity—you have to ask a specific question like, 
“What is the best way to get into Warlord Karnak’s base unharmed?” or “Who is the best person 
to side with in the territory negotiations between the clans?”

This benefit is available to you twice per session. Make a Will roll to ensure that you can 
achieve the proper state of communion with your deity. (GMs, oppose this at Fair for most 
circumstances, modified by situation if the PC is under duress or otherwise distracted.)  Choose 
one of the following two ways to manifest it, if you succeed:
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• Take a situation aspect of Divine Guidance with a free invocation forward, into the scene 
where you need to make your decision or its outcome is most relevant to you. If you want 
to burn both uses this session, take two free invocations.

• Lock in a particular cause-effect chain with the GM, so that a certain effect will 
automatically happen as a result of your choice. “If we go in by the underground river, 
we will be completely safe until we get to the inner defense ring,” or “if I side with the 
Radiospitters clan, I will uncover who betrayed us to the bandits.” Basically, you’re using 
your divine guidance to skip a roll or uncover a juicy bit of plot.

PSIONICS
Virtually all the psionics-users in the world are products of the Leningrad Brain Institute or 
the Makarenko Commune outside Kharkov in the Soviet Union, and thus probably not best 
suited to heroic characters. Indeed, the heroes will be more likely to battle Stalin’s psionic 
spies than welcome mindbenders into their own ranks. That said, there’s always a Himalayan 
lamasery or mysterious glowing meteorite available if players want their hero to harness the 
powers of the mind.

Unlike the other two flavors, your aspect for psionics should reflect internal weirdness, not 
obligation to a tradition or culture. Maybe you’re oversensitive to emotion and can’t deal with 
the death of sentient beings if you can feel them. Maybe you have trouble controlling your 
psychic energy at times. Maybe a particular frame of mind blocks your powers.

Major and minor costs associated with psi should take the form of unexpected physiological 
problems like hallucinations and psychotic breaks, or unintended consequences from the use of 
your power.

Example Psi Power: Telekinesis Cost: 3 Stunts

Telekinesis allows you to move objects with your mind. This power lets you replace Physique 
with Will for feats of “strength.” You may also make physical attacks and create advantages using 
Will by telekinetically throwing or bashing your opponents with objects, or manipulating the 
environment around you. Any attempts to lift a living target gives them the chance to oppose 
with Will or Physique. 

Example Power: Mind Reading Cost: 1 Stunt 

Mind Reading allows you to enter the mind of another and read their thoughts. Use Will in place 
of Empathy to create an advantage by learning your target’s aspects or deciphering some other 
secret they wish to keep hidden. The target defends with Will. If you succeed with style, the target 
is unaware of your mental invasion.

Example Power: Biofeedback Cost: 1 Stunt

You are capable of using your psionic powers to enhance your physical capabilities for a short 
time. You must make an overcome roll to enter the proper trance state for this power, and anyone 
who can reasonably disrupt your concentration may oppose you. (Alternately, you may take a mild 
consequence to automatically succeed.) 

If you succeed, you may raise Athletics or Physique by +2 for the remainder of the scene, with all 
the benefits of doing so (which could mean more stress boxes and whatnot). If you succeed with 
style, you may raise both.
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OPHI-TECH
Permission: One aspect explaining your access to ophi-tech     Cost: Stunt slots and/or refresh

Rhodes University engineers and scientists are at the forefront of biotechnology, energy, and advanced 
airframe research based on their studies of the Midgard Serpent. Although some Rhodes-developed 
devices have been around long enough for gray-market knockoffs to emerge, virtually all the cutting-
edge experimental “ophi-tech” or “ophiurgy” is still in the hands of Rhodes researchers and/or His 
Majesty’s Government. Not that there’s much difference. Of course, there are also ophi-tech programs 
at Caltech, Los Alamos, and the Nouvelle-Sorbonne, to say nothing of the Pingfan Institute in 
Japanese Manchukuo or Science City 14 outside Tomsk. But Rhodes still does it most and best.

Weird-science heroes who don’t work for a government or Rhodes U. need to come up with a 
reason they have such ophiurgical access, reflected in an aspect. Once you’ve figured that out, you 
can invest stunt slots in items of ophi-tech gear.

Unsurprisingly, these pieces of gear work a lot like arcane powers, allowing characters with non-
supernatural backgrounds to play in some of the same arenas as their mystical counterparts. 
There are some nuances, though, and we’ve given them a longer treatment in the Gear section, 
starting on below.

Gear
Fate Core treats gear pretty loosely, and for the most part we continue that tradition here. 
Assume that your character generally has the tools necessary to perform basic tasks with 
whatever skills you have. If you have Shooting, then you own a gun. If you have Crafts, then you 
have a toolkit.

The question of scarcity should only come up when you’re dealing with an environment or situation 
that’s especially problematic, or the stuff you need is hyper-specialized. GMs, usually you’ll indicate 
this by including some kind of situation aspect on the scene, but it might also just make sense that a 
sudden change of circumstance leaves the PCs unprepared. (“You mean we have to journey into the 
heart of a volcano? We can’t contact the campus and get heat gear. Anyone got any ideas?”)

In those moments, use Scrounge and Resources to get what you need.

GEAR AS AN EXTRA
In some cases, gear is going to play a role in the game other than as a justification for being able to 
use your skills normally. It’s the post-apocalypse, so stockpiling the best stuff is a popular genre 
trope, and certain items (like advanced weaponry) that you’d take for granted in a normal military 
setting are a precious, precious find in the blasted, poisoned, radioactive wastes. 

Because of that, the “default” option for extras in The Day After Ragnarok is to invest your 
stunts in gear. You can do this in one of two ways: expendable gear or personalized gear.

In addition to that, all specialized forms of equipment follow the Story-Based Gear rules 
presented in Fate Core (see p. 281). See p. 37 for some examples of how this works.

EXPENDABLE GEAR
Permission: none Cost: Stunt slot

When you devote a stunt to expendable gear, you can use it to name nearly any kind of item you 
can think of and stat it up as a stunt. Seriously, anything, so long as it’s reasonable for the time 
period and circumstances.
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There’s only one condition—you only get to use the item one time, and then you exhaust it until 
you have the opportunity to restock. It gets its moment in the sun, then it’s gone. Restocking 
happens whenever you have some downtime, like between sessions, but if you need to restock in 
the middle of a session, you might be able to make an overcome roll with Scrounge or Resources at 
the GM’s discretion.

To offset the one-use limitation, expendable gear can be pretty powerful, more than a single stunt 
slot would usually indicate. Also, you’re not locked into picking the same item over and over again 
once you use up your gear—think of these stunt slots as a flexible, rotating bank of cool stuff you 
can pile onto your character. You can swap any or all of them out between sessions as much as you 
want, or configure them to prepare for a particular kind of challenge or obstacle.

(And yes, if you want, you can devote multiple stunt slots so that you get multiple uses of a single 
cool item.)

Example Expendable Gear: Amphetamines

A dose of amphetamines will buy you automatic success at any skill roll you might need to make 
to deal with exhaustion and fatigue, mental or physical. Alternately, you may give yourself a 
situation aspect of Amphetamine High with two free invocations to take into any scene. 

When your amphetamines wear off, you’ll take a mild consequence of Intense Fatigue until 
you have the opportunity to rest. You can counteract that with another dose of amphetamines, 
but after that wears off, the consequence moves up to moderate and is called Strung Out. A 
third dose makes it a severe consequence, called Mild Psychosis. A fourth dose is an extreme 
consequence, called Amphetamine Overdose, and is characterized by a complete psychotic break 
and paranoid delusions.

But we know you’ll stop at one. Right?

Example Expendable Gear: Bear Trap

Setting the bear trap allows you to make an attack with the highest of your Crafts, Survival, or 
Deceive skills against a target passing through that zone. The target defends with the lowest 
of Notice, Athletics, or Survival. In addition, any successful hit places a situation aspect called 
Clamped on the target. 

Before the target can move anywhere else, they must make an overcome roll with Crafts or 
Survival to unlock the trap, but any failure on that roll gets treated like a failed defense, forcing 
them to take stress and/or consequences.

Example Expendable Gear: Primacord

Primacord is an explosive substance most commonly used to detonate other explosive substances. 
Use it to make an attack with Crafts if you’ve had the chance to set it up beforehand, or create an 
advantage by setting up a shaped charge or other surgical explosive device. Primacord also lets 
you use Crafts instead of Burglary to blow up locks, get into safes, or other forms of breaking and 
entering.

Example Expendable Gear: Thermite

An aluminum-based pyrotechnic that, once activated, burns incredibly hot (over 5,000 degrees 
Fahrenheit) for a very brief period.
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Thermite is a very flexible substance, in terms of use. Apply it to a surface to burn through it 
(Crafts), use it as part of a thrown or launched incendiary device (Athletics), or pretty much 
any such context you can think of (a very risky Fighting roll to smear it on an opponent?). We 
encourage you to apply your imagination broadly to come up with irresponsible uses for thermite.

In mechanics terms, thermite will burn through nearly any structure and eliminates the need for 
a roll to bypass any kind of barrier as long as you don’t have to worry about the consequences (by 
contrast, if you’re using it to melt your way into a strongbox, that’ll require Crafts to make sure 
you don’t destroy whatever’s inside). 

A thermite attack is considered to be at vehicle scale, even if you’re not. Naturally, it tends to 
create the On Fire aspect. (See Scale on p. 48 for why this is cool.)

PERSONALIZED GEAR
Permissions: none Cost: Stunt slot

Another option for your gear-related extras is to single out a certain piece of equipment you have 
as special or unique, and attach a stunt to it to explain this uniqueness. Unlike expendable gear, 
these stunts should upgrade something you’re carrying on your person or have with you at almost 
all times, like a repair kit, a pup tent, a sidearm, or your Jeep.

Because you get the benefits of this stunt at any time you have the appropriate gear with you, 
these stunts should be more in line with regular stunts, and changing them should require some 
sort of justification such as access to a workshop or lab between sessions. You can pile multiple 
slots into a single stunt for enhanced effect, though, like any of your other extras.

Personalized Gear Example: Oil Slick Cost: 1 stunt

Your vehicle is capable of producing oil slicks to throw off pursuers or generally make other 
drivers slip up. You take a persistent +2 to Drive in any contest where you’re in a chase or race, to 
make your contest roll and create advantages.

Personalized Gear Example: Nasty Reputation Cost: 1 stunt

There is something famous about your gun, sword, plane, or whatever else it is you have. Perhaps 
it killed a famous figure or was at the site of (or caused) a terrible massacre. Perhaps it used to 
belong to someone more nefarious than you. Regardless, you may substitute the usual skill you 
use with the item (like Shoot for a gun) in place of Provoke, to do anything Provoke does. This 
requires you to make some sort of threatening display with the item, so consider that this could 
backfire on you.

Personalized Gear Example: Incendiary Cost: 1 stunt

You have a weapon that includes an incendiary function in addition to its normal attack 
capabilities. Once per conflict, you may designate a single attack as incendiary—if it hits, it will 
either add 2 to the shift value of your hit or automatically inflict the On Fire aspect with a free 
invocation on your opponent in addition to the normal outcome, your choice as to which.

Personalized Gear Example: Extra Storage Cost: 2 stunts

You have a piece of gear that comes with hidden compartments for stowing things. Any attempt 
to search this piece of gear for your hidden stuff is automatically opposed by Great (+4) passive 
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opposition. If you’re able to actively oppose the search attempt, you take the +4 bonus to your 
relevant skill. At the GM’s discretion, you can also use these compartments to justify being able to 
carry more stuff than you normally would because of efficient packing, which might allow you to 
avoid the need for an inconvenient Scrounge roll.

STORY-BASED GEAR BENEFITS
Permission: justified by the circumstances of the scene Cost: none

Finally, in addition to all these stunt bonuses, your gear might confer a number of situation 
aspects for your use in a contest or conflict, depending on how your gear compares to the gear 
your opponents are using.

It works like this: whoever has the most advantageous gear in a particular situation gets to 
bring a situation aspect describing that advantage into the scene, with a free invocation on it. 
If the gear is absolutely ideal for or designed specifically for the situation in question, you have the 
option of sticking two free invocations on it. These advantages can be pretty much anything 
you think would be fun to spotlight in the scene—allow your sense of verisimilitude and 
aesthetics to guide you. 

For example, if two people are having a gunfight in a narrow alley and they’re closed in, the 
character with the shotgun has a more ideal weapon than the character with the pistol, giving 
the former a Close Quarters Advantage aspect with a free invoke for that fight. Likewise, if a 
fighter jet is taking on a bomber, the fighter jet would get Speed and Maneuverability for that 
scene, but the bomber might get Durable Hull Plating.

These work like normal situation aspects in that it’s possible for you or your opponent to change 
the circumstances of the fight by creating advantages, or taking some action that would make the 
other person’s advantage moot. 

The most important thing to remember is that you only do this when there’s a significant disparity 
between what you and your opponent are each bringing into the scene. Two people blasting away with 
assault rifles at each other don’t get any aspects, even if one’s got an AK-47 and the other’s got an 
M2 Carbine. 

(Unless, of course, you’re a gun nut and happen to know that the M2 Carbine suffers at extreme 
ranges compared to the AK-47, and thus set up the fight to take advantage of that. We’re using 
this approach to give you the best of both worlds: you get to use or ignore everything you know 
about WWII-era tech as you please, and we avoid burdening you with charts and tables trying to 
stat out the minutiae of different models of motorboat. Everyone wins.)

We provide descriptions of some of the most popular tech in use during this period in history 
below, for flavor purposes.

Story-Based Gear and Multiple Combatants
If you have a conflict with multiple PCs and NPCs comparing gear, take the resources of each side as a 
whole and figure out where the comparative advantages are. Assign those aspects as per the guidelines 
in the main text, then add an additional free invocation for each person whose gear contributes to that 
advantage. Anyone on the appropriate side gets to use those free invocations.

So, for example, if you and two of your friends arm yourselves with K-Bar knives and jump an unarmed 
gang in an alley, your side would get a Better-Armed advantage with three free invocations on it (one 
for each of you), and any of you could use those invokes.
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OPHI-TECH
The Serpentfall not only reshaped the geopolitics, and even the geography, of the Earth: it also 
reshaped the sciences. Quite simply, the Serpent should be impossible: nothing that large should 
exist, or even be able to move. And it certainly shouldn’t breed monsters when it’s dead, or while 
alive, have responded to magical rituals cast by deranged Nazi scholars in amphetamine-and-herb 
induced fugue states. Understanding the “how” of the Serpent is the goal of ophiurgists from 
Grahamstown to Gorkiy—but they’re not even sure about the “what” yet.

But the pinpricks of knowledge the ophiurgists have drained from the Serpent’s corpse have 
created an flow of “ophi-tech,” which some people (and governments) are willing to use without 
knowing anything else.

As stated above, the PCs need an aspect to justify their access to ophi-tech. However, the GM 
might also decree that independent heroes can begin with “gray-market” knockoff versions, 
post-military issue equipment, or (hopefully) untraceable black-market stolen ophi-tech. It might 
even be available later in the game, to people who know just who to ask, i.e., an overcome roll with 
Contacts. At no point should ophi-tech be available with a simple Scrounge or Resources roll; the 
price is always considerably higher than the heroes can (or should be willing to) pay, at least not 
without doing something horribly risky and adventurous to earn it…

In such a version of the setting, the GM might also decide that such street versions of ophi-tech 
are less reliable than the officially issued gear, with a Woefully Unreliable situation aspect 
that’s active at all times, or a harder roll to activate (see below), or both.

In no version of the setting should heroes be able to invent new ophi-tech devices, unless they 
have access to a major research laboratory like Bell Labs or the Woomera Proving Grounds. Ophi-
tech research is like atomic research: even the unclassified stuff takes million-dollar pieces of 
equipment and a team of the brightest scientific (and probably other academic) minds available. 
Getting new equipment should be justified by story developments, like taking a jet pack off the 
fallen body of a villainous Argentine fascist, or getting a Marconi gun as a reward for services 
rendered to His Majesty’s Government.

OPHI-TECH DEVICES
Ophi-tech devices require an overcome roll to activate and use. This is usually Science against 
passive opposition of Fair (+2), but there are exceptions, noted below. The result of a failure 
is equipment malfunction; suggestions are included with each entry. You can modify these 
for “success at a cost” if you want—for example, a failed activation of the neural stimulator 
immediately incapacitates you, but you might negotiate for success, with a cost of being 
incapacitated at the end of the scene until you can get medical attention.

You may also decide that someone gets Snakebit (see sidebar) as a result of any mishaps with 
ophi-tech. 

In addition, ophi-tech devices can be both personalized and expendable, which we’ll indicate in 
the entries below.

These All Sound Cool, But…
So when you’re dealing with ophi-tech, or any gear, the same advice applies as with all other stunts: if the 
circumstances in your game don’t afford a frequent opportunity to use it, don’t take it. GMs, if a player 
invests in an ablative-metabolic suit and a hypox apparatus, it’s really a request to you, saying, “Please 
let this character explore weird environments and discover awesome things.” They’re just as revealing as 
aspects in that regard. Make sure you’re paying attention, or guiding the conversation about gear in such 
a way that no one ends up with something they’re never going to use.
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Sometimes The Snake Bites Back
With Serpent oil powering an increasing percentage of the Western world, and Serpent sera driving new 
research and development, more and more people have ingested or inhaled enough Serpent venom to 
get “Snakebit.”

Being snakebit gives you a situation aspect of the same name and renders you more vulnerable to the 
predations of anything spawned from or influenced by the Midgard Serpent. If you enter a scene where 
you face such beings, they get a free invocation (or more if they outnumber you, see the sidebar on p. 37 
for guidelines on dealing with multiple combatants) on this aspect.

You may also take the Snakebit aspect as a consequence, which indicates a more lasting affliction, and 
may open you up to compels in order to succumb to the Serpent’s malevolent will. Recovering from 
such a consequence requires the intervention of someone skilled in working with miracle healing or 
appropriate magic—even ophi-tech is not advanced enough yet to remove the Serpent’s corruption.

Finally, you could use this aspect to describe the general effects of Serpent corruption across wide 
swaths of countryside, or a village, or any other location. Imagine a campaign issue of Suffused With 
The Serpent, which any Serpent-related creature could invoke. Scary. In fact, scary enough that we’ve 
provided rules for it on p. 82. 

Ablative-Metabolic Suit                     Cost: 2 stunts Activation: Science vs. Fair (+2)

Resembling a flight suit made of snakeskin and stuffed with particularly lively eels, the ablative-
metabolic suit protects the wearer from any extreme of temperature or pressure known on 
the Earth’s surface (though not magma) or in near space. It is a full body suit including gloves, 
boots, cowl, and visor; the wearer looks out through polarized obsidian goggles. Given its bizarre 
appearance, it is usually carried in a pack until needed. Once unfolded and stepped into, it crawls 
over the wearer’s body rapidly; donning the suit takes 1 minute.

The ablative-metabolic suit is a quasi-living pouch or sandwich of harvested Serpent-skin on 
the outside and germ plasm made of Serpent stem cells (mined on the Spine) inside. The stem 
cells endlessly multiply, dying in response to whatever environmental condition exists, breeding 
themselves to withstand the new stimulus and keep the Serpentskin (and thus the wearer inside 
it) alive. This process is not instantaneous: the skin cannot survive a sudden major breach or 
drastic changes in stimuli, so it does not protect against flamethrowers, lightning, or other similar 
hazards. It is not bulletproof. To function in vacuum, unbreathable gas, or thin atmosphere (or 
underwater), the suit’s wearer must also use the hypox apparatus (below).

The main game effect of this suit is to render certain types of Survival or Physique rolls 
unnecessary—it auto-succeeds against any hostile environments that might otherwise require 
an overcome or defend action to deal with, provided the suit’s been activated correctly.  If this 
environmental protection is advantageous in a conflict or contest, this gear always gets two free 
invocations on a Superior Protection aspect for that scene.

Malfunction
On a failed activation, the suit’s internal metabolic system goes haywire, overreacting to the 
stimuli and breeding metastatic cells that attack each other. The suit begins to flail and jerk 
around, with the wearer still inside it, and begins compensating for nonexistent environmental 
problems: increasing the air pressure in a desert, or heating up underwater. It immediately 
starts to make physical attacks on the wearer at Fair (+2), once per exchange. The wearer must 
succeed at an overcome roll with Athletics to escape, and the suit actively opposes at Fair.

It must be repaired in a biological laboratory before it can be worn again; restoring the suit’s 
metabolic equilibrium requires a successful overcome roll with Science against Great (+4) passive 
opposition, and 6 hours.
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Croataline Drops (Expendable)              Cost: 1 stunt per use Activation: Science vs. Fair (+2)

Many of the beings living inside the Serpent can see in the dark. A serum derived from their 
aqueous humor and from the nerve fibers of the pit viper (family Crotalinae) can stimulate 
thermoreception through the human optic nerve. Mixed with ethyl alcohol, this serum is 
administered as eye drops that give the user infrared vision. Rhodes University herpetologists have 
engineered photosynthetic glands to secrete this serum; crotaline drops come in a glass bottle with 
a gland in a compartment, or well, at the bottom. The gland can manufacture more with sugar or 
sunlight and time. The user still needs to refill the alcohol, or the drops badly burn the eyes. 

Activating crotaline drops cannot be done in the middle of a contest or conflict; you must make 
your activation roll completely undistracted.

In game terms, the drops obviate any concerns about darkness for any skill roll in a scene, confers 
a Night Vision aspect with two invocations when your opponent can’t see like you can in a scene, 
and prevents your opponent from gaining a similar advantage from having night vision gear.

Malfunction
On a failed activation, the drops overfunction, and the user is blinded by a wave of unfamiliar 
sensations as his brain ceases processing information from the optic nerve. This immediately 
confers the Blinded and Dazed situation aspect for the rest of the scene, with a free invoke 
on it for whoever gets to it first.  Restoring the drops’ balance requires 6 hours in a chemical or 
biochemical laboratory and a successful Science roll vs. Great (+4).

Fiber Bombs (Expendable)            Cost: 1 stunt per use Activation: Athletics vs. target’s defense

Among other things, the Serpent has been a cornucopia of bizarre long-chain organic molecules. 
One polymer found mostly in its parasite species is such an enormous molecule that it is actually 
visible (barely) to the naked eye, nicknamed “pythine” by the researchers who isolated it. It shows 
a marked tendency to attract other organic matter. Loading a compressed-air capsule with pythine 
and mineral oil creates a “fiber bomb”: when the capsule breaks, the air propels the pythine out in 
a blast to cling to whatever organic material (skin, clothing, leather, hydrocarbons, rubber, wood, 
plastic, etc.) it touches. In the field, agents travel with a “starter” of pythine and decant it (very 
carefully) into capsules; the mineral oil makes sure it doesn’t start clamping onto them. Small 
capsules just affect a single man-sized target; larger ones (aka, if you have two uses and burn them 
both) could go up to vehicle scale (see p. 48). Even a man in full plate armor will soon discover 
just how much of plate mail consists of tiny crevices with leather straps behind them; at the GM’s 
discretion, all-metal targets like robots or totally sealed bathyspheres shed pythine without effect. 
Eventually, pythine breaks down in the air, but cleaning it off even then is slow going.

When using fiber bombs, you roll the activation with your create advantage attempt.  In game terms, 
this creates a Trapped advantage on your target with all the usual benefits. Because the strands are 
so sticky, the pythine has a Fair (+2) “skill” that it can use to actively oppose the target’s movement 
related actions for the remainder of the scene, even after you’ve burned all the invocations.

Malfunction
On a failure, the fiber bomb has either gone off without effect (the pythine became inert for some 
reason) or goes off prematurely and affects the thrower; GM’s choice.

Gill Array                                           Cost: 1 stunt Activation: Science vs. Fair (+2)

This is actually a modified version of the hypox apparatus immediately below, although it resembles 
a bizarre cross between a tank-less SCUBA rebreather and a pair of snorkels (actually exhausts for 
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waste hydrogen). A small ophiline-fueled compressor electrolyzes the water as the wearer inhales it 
through a Serpent-lung membrane, creating a flow of oxygen laced with neurotransmitters to speed 
reaction time and control oxygen narcosis. The result is the same speed and mobility underwater 
as above it, or even better. The gill array does not protect the wearer from icy cold or high pressure 
below the thermocline; for that, he should have an ablative-metabolic suit or other protection. 

In game terms, this provides a Unhindered Mobility aspect with two free invocations on 
it in any underwater scene where your opponent does not have similar gear (which is likely, 
considering this is ophi-tech and it’s 1951). It may also render some Athletics or Physique rolls 
unnecessary, if the reason you’re making the roll is due to being underwater.

Malfunction
On a failure, the wearer begins to drown at the least convenient time. Repairing a malfunctioning 
gill array usually requires nothing but 6 hours, a decent workshop, a spare part or two, and an Fair 
(+2) overcome action with Crafts.

Hypox Apparatus                            Cost: 1 stunt Activation: Science vs. Fair (+2)

The Hyper-Oxygenation Apparatus, to use its formal name, resembles nothing so much as 
a large mechanical spider clinging to the wearer’s face over the mouth and nose, its “legs” 

reaching across the jaws and throat. The “legs” are actually a metal framework to keep the 
wearer’s throat and jaws from collapsing (or exploding) in variable breathing pressures; the 
“body of the spider” is a biomechanical compressor built around a slice of Serpent lung (an 
alveolus, actually) that draws in all available oxygen in the environment—mountaintop, 
underwater, poison cloud—compresses it, and respirates into the wearer’s trachea through the 
mouth. If there is no oxygen whatsoever in the environment, such as a hard vacuum, it draws 
on stored oxygen in the alveolus.

In game terms, this allows you to breathe when you normally would not be able to. This is worth 
an advantage with two invocations if you’re in a contest or conflict with someone who has no 
breathing gear, or one invocation if they have normal breathing gear.

Malfunction
On a failure, the hypox apparatus ceases to feed oxygen to the wearer. If the wearer happens to be 
in a breathable atmosphere, nothing too terrible happens; in other atmospheres, suffocation likely 
ensues. Repairing a malfunctioning hypox apparatus requires either the same process as repairing a 
gill array, or the same process as repairing an ablative-metabolic suit (see above for both), depending 
on whether the GM rules that the compressor failed, or the alveolus “caught cold.”

Jet Pack        Cost: 3 stunts  Activation: Science vs. Fair (+2), then Pilot for all things afterward

This is just what it sounds like: a jet pack! Powered by an ophiline engine, it is controlled with a 
handle like a helicopter yoke; a shark-like fin on the back provides stabilization and looks cool.

In game terms, you can fly! This is pretty much always useful, in that nearly all physical 
impediments in a ground conflict are meaningless to you, and being able to take to the air puts 
you in situations where you can solve problems in ways other people just can’t. Really, the benefits 
are almost too numerous to mention. That’s why it costs three stunts. This doesn’t change your 
scale, though, so watch out for jet fighters in aerial conflict.

Malfunction 
On a failure, the jet pack “flames out” and fails to start, which is bad enough if the user is in 
midair at the time. Enough of these within a session, and it’s possible the jet pack may explode—
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treat this as a Fantastic (+6) physical attack on the pilot. If any pieces can be recovered from the 
crash, repairing it requires 6 hours and a really good workshop, plus a Crafts roll.

Marconi Gun                  Cost: 2 stunts Activation: none (of course, you use it with Shoot)

This pistol-grip weapon, the size of a large submachine pistol, is the most commonly available 
piece of ophi-tech in the world, with the exception of ophiline itself (see below). The South African 
Police (South Africa’s internal security agents) carry them as sidearms, as do the RRAF and some 
specialist units of various Commonwealth militaries. Possession of an unlicensed Marconi gun is 
a hanging offense in

South Africa, and a very serious charge elsewhere in the Commonwealth. Despite this, they are 
eagerly sought after on the black market. Manufactured by Marconi SAF in Pretoria, the Marconi 
gun transforms power generated by a microbial fuel cell (utilizing fever microbes found within 
the Serpent’s intestine) into excited microwave radiation ionized by passage through a tuned 
chromium barrel. In short, it fires a bright-colored burst of deadly microwaves that boil and 
explode flesh, disrupt electronics, and create brief explosive arcs of electrical discharge in metal.

The gun has a “Standard” setting, although the firer can set the gun to a hi-power setting that 
uses up the charges more rapidly—add 2 to the value of a successful hit, but two missed attacks 
burns out the gun for the rest of the scene. 

Alternately, the firer can set the gun to “Pain,” which heats flesh to 130 degrees Fahrenheit, 
triggering the target’s pain receptors but not causing actual burning damage—in other words, 
you take this as mental damage rather than physical. A “Pain” burst has no effect on electronics or 
metal. All Marconi gun shots largely ignore armor; they boil the victim from the inside.

These should be extremely difficult to acquire in play if you don’t have a Rhodes sponsor or the 
equivalent—anyone who has one tends to guard it with jealousy and prejudice.

Neural Stimulator (Expendable)              Cost: 1 stunt per use Activation: Science vs. Fair (+2)

A fairly complex nerve agent distilled from the Serpent’s venom. The Japanese bio-weapons 
laboratory in Manchukuo has a vast variety of venom varieties, conveying various powers to 
Kempeitai and other elite Japanese agents. The neural stimulator is the only such serum known 
(publicly, at any rate) to come out of Rhodes University’s labs. It must be injected into a vein. 
Continued use increases the effect. 

In game terms, this is good for a two-invoke Boosted Speed advantage for that scene, and you 
automatically go first in the exchange order, regardless of your Notice skill, unless someone else is 
using this stuff as well—in which case, both of you compare Notice to see who beats whom.

Malfunction
On a failure, the user is immediately incapacitated, though not otherwise damaged. Though, 
repeated failures or the use of “knock-off” serum (see above) might also add the requirement of 
taking physical consequences for heart problems or nervous system issues.

Ophiline                                                 Cost: 1 stunt Activation: none

Ophiline is refined Serpent oil, pumped from the Serpent’s body by slant-drilling derricks in 
East Africa and England. Royal Dutch-Shell has developed a “stepped-down” version suitable for 
standard internal combustion engines (herpetrol, called “O-gas” in America), but the pure stuff 
is available for research purposes… and for other purposes as well. Wildcat drillers have made 
ophiline potentially available almost anywhere motor vehicles might get fueled, although it costs 
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nearly $3 a gallon! (For context, that’s about $30 a gallon in USD in 2012.) For full effect, it 
requires a specially built alloy engine, such as those in the jet pack (see above) or RRAF rocket-
planes, but even in conventional vehicles it has a remarkable effect on performance.

When you take this stunt, it doesn’t mean you have a supply of raw ophiline. Instead, it means 
that a vehicle or piece of motorized equipment you have takes ophiline instead of its normal fuel 
source. Specify some category of advantage, such as speed or fuel efficiency or power or whatever, 
and you’ll take an appropriate aspect into any relevant scenes with two free invokes on it.

Sinew-weave Vest         Cost: 2 stunts or 1 stunt per use (expendable version) Activation: none

Woven from collagen fascicles from the Serpent’s tendons, the sinew-weave vest is still too heavy, 
bulky, and expensive for general issue even to Commonwealth forces. 

As a persistent piece of gear, the armor almost always provides a Well-Armored advantage with 
two free invokes in personal scale (see p. 48) conflicts, but gives a Less Encumbered advantage 
with one invoke to your opponent. 

As an expendable piece of gear, sinew-weave fascicles can be woven into a garment, allowing the 
substitution of Crafts for any other skill used for physical defense.

Avro Blackhawk (Vehicle)        Permission: One aspect detailing RRAF involvement Cost: 2 stunts

The RRAF deploys this delta-winged rocket-plane for missions onto the Spine, as well as the 
occasional Most Secret “over-the-Wall” shot into Soviet territory. It has a ramjet for high-
atmospheric flight, a rocket for launch flight, and two maneuvering jets; as much as possible of 
its flight time is ballistic. Needless to say, it is fueled by ophiline. The Blackhawk is too rare to 
use for mere conventional globe-hopping, although successor craft may well take on that role for 
missions or cargoes requiring stealth and speed. The Soviets are rumored to have a similar craft, 
the Keldysh N-1.

The Avro Blackhawk provides a Ophi-Tech Enhanced advantage in conflicts. Against other jets, 
this gets one free invoke, and against any other type of aircraft it gets two. It is armed with six 
12.7mm machine guns and eight rockets which can attack massive scale targets(see p. 48).

NORMAL TECH
Most of the technology available in The Day After Ragnarok is either WWII surplus or 1930’s 
vintage, as the Serpentfall knocked out most of the world’s industrial plants. We recommend 
some Internet research to get a handle on the kinds of things your characters could find and buy 
with Scrounge or Resources rolls, but here are some lists to get you started.

Old-Fashioned: These things are considered outdated or de rigueur, but in certain areas of the 
world, they may be all you get.

• Weapons and Armor: Hand to hand weaponry, flintlocks and caplocks, cartridge 
revolvers, repeating rifles, shotguns, rifled artillery, crank-operated machine guns, primitive 
rocketry, steel plating

• Communications, Sensory, & Information Technology: Newspapers, 
photography, telegraph

• Survival Gear: Canvas tents and tarps, cork-block life jackets, parachutes, oil lanterns, 
axes, hammers, shovels, and other simple tools, tin canteens, binoculars, spyglass

• Medicine and Health: Amputation, bone-setting, trepanning, wound cauterization, 
chloroform and ether, ammonia, castor oil, morphine and other opiates, quinine
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• Power Sources: Battery (though they were extremely bulky), coal engines, steam engines

• Transportation: Bicycle, hot-air balloon, railroad, propeller planes, steamship, submarine

Newer But Common: Up until the Serpentfall, these things were commonly available.

• Weapons and Armor: Automatic and semiautomatic firearms, chemical weaponry, 
grenade/rocket launchers, mortars, TNT and dynamite, tanks, battleships, military 
airplanes, resin-reinforced clothing, rubber padding, metal bulletproof shields

• Communications, Sensory, and Information Technology: Air-dropped mail, 
telephone, radio, typewriters, phonograph, magnetic tape recorder, wax cylinders, movie 
camera and SLR camera, sonar

• Survival Gear: Electric lanterns and flashlights, nylon and rayon fabrics, the zipper, 
gasoline camp stoves, cigarette lighters, water filters and purification tablets, flotation belts, 
dive masks, snorkels, air-dropped containers, heated bodysuits

• Medicine and Health: Medical oxygen, antibiotics, aspirin and other analgesics, blood 
transfusion, iron lungs, X-rays, sodium pentothal

• Power Sources: Electric motor, hydroelectric power, internal combustion engine, steam 
turbine, portable batteries

• Transportation: Airplane, automobile, helicopter, zeppelin 

State of the Art: These things are new, emerging, or prototype-only technologies.

• Weapons and Armor: Assault rifles, military jets, nuclear weaponry, flak and 
fragmentation vests, PVC helmets

• Communications, Sensory, and Information Technology: Very primitive 
computers, B&W television, radar, thermal imaging

• Survival Gear: Night-vision optics, SCUBA, flammable fuel tablets, rebreathers

• Power Sources: Gas turbines, nuclear power plants

• Transportation: Jet aircraft 

WEAPONS AFTER RAGNAROK
This section lists just a smattering of the more characteristic weapons available to post-
Serpentfall heroes, and some discussion about them to help you figure out relative advantages. 
Feel free to expand on these with your own research, or come up with improvised and kitbashed 
stuff. City militias, especially, arm themselves with a wild variety of guns, and rebels and bandits 
have to use whatever they can steal.

MELEE WEAPONS
Given that bullets aren’t being manufactured in pre-Serpentfall quantities, melee weapons of all 
kinds are seeing more common use. Especially relevant for the WWII theme are bayonets and 
short blades of all kinds: the venerable K-Bar and kukri are military standards, machetes and 
Bowie knives make handy tools for wilderness exploration, and highly concealable switchblades 
are the weapon of choice for the urban jungle.

The saber is still a fairly common sight on the battlefield, along with its counterpart, the much-
romanticized Japanese katana, but neither one really carries a practical advantage over the other.

Finally, fans of pulp would do well to consider the bullwhip, which can entangle weapons at a 
decent distance if you’re a well-trained user. Its effectiveness diminishes considerably if you don’t 
have a lot of space to use it in. 
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BOWS
It’s also more likely that you’ll encounter bows and crossbows out there, especially where there’s a 
scarcity in the supplies you need to keep firearms maintained. At the GMs discretion, characters 
who don’t have an explicit reason to be familiar with bows take a -2 penalty to Shoot to use a bow.

Bows compare pretty favorably with all guns except rifles in terms of range, but are slower to fire 
and don’t pack quite the same punch.

PISTOLS
Pistols are excellent at short range and relatively easy to conceal, but suffer against SMGs and any 
kind of rifle at longer ranges and in terms of overall firepower.

• Colt M1911 (.45 ACP): The Colt is a real mankiller at close range; consider two invocations 
for that advantage if you get it, or leveling the playing field against someone with a shotgun. 
Also, it compares well to SMGs for range. 

• Nambu 14 Shiki (8mm): A cheap imitation of the Luger, this is the primary Japanese 
sidearm. It’s notoriously unreliable and prone to jamming—you’re likely to give your opponent 
an advantage if you go into a fight with one of these. That’s also true of any cheaply made 
handgun or “Saturday Night Special.” But hey, it’s better than having no gun at all, right?

Other Notable Examples: S&W .357 Magnum, Tokarev TT33, Webley Mark IV

SUBMACHINE GUNS (SMGS)
Submachine guns have full-auto fire, most excellent for when you want to put a lot of rounds in 
the air. They aren’t very precise, aren’t very quiet, and aren’t effective at long range. 

If you want, you can “spray” a zone, forcing everyone (and that means everyone—your friends 
in that zone don’t get selective protection) in it to defend against your Shoot attack. This comes 
as the cost of emptying your clip: if you don’t have another gun handy, you’ll need to make an 
overcome roll with Shoot to use it again, and you can bet that anyone who is capable of peppering 
you with rounds at that moment will choose to do so.

Notable Examples: Kokura 100 Shiki (8mm), M3 “Grease Gun” (.45), Owen Mk I (9mm), 
Thompson M1A1 (.45)

SHOTGUNS
Shotguns are ideally designed for point-blank work; consider a two-invoke advantage in that 
situation vs. any other ranged weapon. In extremely small zones (like the size of a single room), 
you can attack the whole zone, but like SMGs above, you can’t screen your friends from that 
effect. Shotguns suffer in range even compared to pistols.

If you load slugs instead of shot (your choice always, but you can’t change your mind in the middle of a 
conflict), you don’t suffer the range problem, but you also can’t blast whole rooms. Choose wisely.

Notable Examples: Browning Automatic (12g), Winchester 1897 Pump (12g)

RIFLES
Rifles are most excellent for precision shooting at long range, and less optimal in any other 
conditions. Also, most rifles of this period are bolt-action, so they’re slow to fire compared to any 
semi-auto or auto firearm.

• M1 Garand: The first semi-automatic rifle ever issued as a standard infantry combat 
weapon, the American-made Garand dominated the battlefields of the War with its high rate 
of fire. As long as you’re not moving around, you benefit from this—ignore any advantage 
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RPG-2

Arisaka 99 Shiki

Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk I

Nambu Type 99

Ak-47
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Colt  
M1911

Nambu 
14 Shiki

SG-43

Weapons of the Post-Serpentfall World

your opponent would get for having a semi-auto weapon, but give yourself a situation aspect 
of Rooted In Place with a free invoke for your opponent. 

Other Notable Examples: Arisaka 99 Shiki (7.7mm), Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk I (.303), M1 
Garand (.30-06), Springfield M1903 (.30-06)

ASSAULT RIFLES
Assault rifles can do full-auto like SMGs and have range comparable to rifles, making them the 
general king of the battlefield. Not very subtle or good for close-in work, though.

• M2 Carbine: Some U.S. forces are equipped with this selective-fire version of the M1 Carbine 
developed in 1945 just before the Serpentfall. Its carbine round suffers trajectory drop at 
longer ranges, so pretty much any other assault rifle or rifle has a range advantage on it.

Other Notable Example: AK-47

MACHINE GUNS
Machine guns are normally mounted on a tripod or otherwise are bulky and difficult to move. 
They are unmatched among ballistic weapons for pure firepower and have extremely high rates of 
fire. Again, they are preferable in battlefield situations and not in close quarters.

• Nambu Type 99: The Japanese light machine gun. It fires Japanese rifle ammunition, but 
is prone to jamming and breaking down like the Type 14 above. It is not available outside the 
Japanese Empire, China, or the Philippines.

• SG-43: The primary Soviet medium machine gun uses a thick barrel rather than a water 
jacket (which could freeze). Its mount is not a tripod but a two-wheeled cart. It is not 
available outside the Soviet sphere.

Other Notable Examples: Bren Mk II (.303), M-1918A2 BAR (.30-06), M-2HB (.50)
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FLAMETHROWERS
Flamethrowers are bulky and heavy, and only work effectively at very short ranges, but they are 
intensely dangerous and damaging. No protective gear is really effective against them, and they 
can create a lot of collateral damage in a room where things are flammable. They can “full-auto” in 
that you can empty the tank to attack a whole zone, but you can’t change out the tank until after 
the conflict is over.

ROCKET LAUNCHERS
Rocket launchers are vehicle-scale weapons (see below), but you only get one shot with them. 
After that, you have to succeed at an overcome roll with Shoot to reload them, and anyone who 
can get at you or shoot you can actively oppose your attempt.

Notable Examples: M-1 Bazooka, RPG-2

GRENADES
Grenades are best modeled as an expendable gear stunt, allowing you to attack a whole zone with 
Athletics per use.

Notable Examples: Mills Bomb, MkII “Pineapple”, Molotov Cocktail

VEHICLES
Vehicles work like any other kind of gear. If you have Drive or Pilot, presume you have something 
to drive or fly, or note the lack of a vehicle with an aspect so you can get story mileage out of it. 

Really, all that a vehicle does for you is change the context of the scene you’re in and how you’re 
using your skills. If you’re in an aerial conflict, it’s the same as a normal one, except you’re defending 
with Pilot instead of Athletics and when you use Shoot, you’re using the airplane’s machine guns. 

Your vehicle can take personalized stunts like any other kind of gear and has its own stress track 
and set of consequences, so you might end up having to track it on a separate index card at times. 
Assume any purely civilian vehicles have a stress track of two boxes, any military or reinforced 
vehicles have a track of three boxes, and vehicles specifically designed for the battlefield have a 
track of four boxes. 

SCALE
In most of these scenes, everyone’s going to be using the same type of vehicle, so you don’t 
have to worry about differences in scale. Sometimes, though, vehicles will be involved in ground 
combat, and different sizes of vehicle will be involved in a particular battle. 

For this game, assume there are three scales of importance: personal, vehicle, and massive. Each 
of these represents a broad, significant jump, enough to render the impact of the scale below it 
almost meaningless. In other words, plinking a Jeep or tank with your pistol isn’t really going to 
affect it much other than to put holes in it. Likewise, firing tank shells at a battleship is loud and 
annoying, but not really effective.

In other words, vehicle scale is anything you could operate, and massive scale is anything that you 
could reliably have a whole scene inside of.

When you’re trying to affect something a scale bigger than you, you must set up an advantage 
first, justifying how you’re able to affect it. This might be as simple as having a certain piece of 
gear. But it might mean that you need to carefully line up the fuel tank in your sights, or crawl up 
under its belly in the dead of darkness, or something else adventurous. And after your first attack, 
the target will likely try to nullify your advantage somehow. 
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With 600,000 built by Willys-Overland alone during the 
War, the four wheel drive Jeep can be found on every 
continent in all states of repair and customization.

Vehicle Aspects: No Road Too Rough, Jury-Rigger’s 
Dream

Motorcycle
Increasingly common as gasoline, rubber, and other 
commodities become decreasingly common.

Vehicle Aspect: On A Steel Horse I Ride

2-1/2 ton Truck
Built by Kaiser Motors from old GMC specifications, or 
one of the hundreds of thousands built during the War. 
Most of them have a canvas cab top and canvas truck bed 
cover.

Vehicle Aspect: Noisy Diesel Workhorse

AIRCRAFT
Beechcraft Model 18
The most common utility aircraft in North America; 
as the C-45 Expeditor it saw service with all the Allied 
militaries including China. It can carry a payload of 1200 
lbs. (six passengers, or half a ton of gear) up to 1200 
miles without refueling. (The Australian DeHaviland 

Humber Armored Car

Jeep

2-1/2 ton Truck

Two scales bigger than you, and you pretty much can’t even justify calling for a conflict. You might 
be able to set a scene on that vehicle where you accomplish other goals or sabotage it from within, 
but there’s no way you’re going to justify affecting it directly.

If you’re attacking something a scale down from you, you automatically inflict consequences 
instead of stress (Fate Core, p. 162)—the recipient gets no choice in the matter. Two scales down 
from you, and again, it’s not a conflict: you’re going to automatically succeed at your goals unless 
your target deliberately reframes the conflict.

EXAMPLE VEHICLES
All these are considered vehicle scale, the size most PC groups will use on a regular basis. 
Examples of massive scale vehicles are rare: aircraft carriers like the Yorktown-class USS Enterprise 
would apply, as well as heavy planes like the Messerschmitt Me-323 Gigant and the Convair B-36. 

We’ve also included an aspect or two with each vehicle, to give them each a little Fate personality.  

GROUND VEHICLES
Humber Armored Car
Primary armored car of the British Commonwealth forces; civilian versions are available to 
Rhodes Scholars and other loyal servants of the Crown. The military version of this armored car 
includes one 15mm heavy machines gun, and twin 7.92mm coaxially mounted machine guns.

Vehicle Aspect: Reliable Mobile Gun Platform

Willys MB Jeep
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Rank, Promotions, & Military Pay
Military and police rank in The Day After Raganrok almost always falls under one of a character’s aspects: 
U.S. Navy Commander, Chicago Police Detective, Texas Ranger, Royal Rocketry Air Force 
Flight Lieutenant, etc. Handle promotions by allowing the character to replace their old aspect with a 
new one representing the new rank. For instance, going from  USMC Corporal to USMC Sergeant, or 
RCMP Sergeant-Major to RCMP Inspector. (See below for some example rank structures.) Higher rank 
comes with increased authority, but also can saddle a character with many new responsibilities. Thus, it’s 
bound to have an effect on both how the rank aspect can be invoked, and how it can be compelled.

Players should always feel free to “buck for promotion” with the GM when they feel they’ve accomplished 
something that their military service branch would reasonably recognize as worthy. Promotions should 
usually happen in between adventures, but it’s possible that an “in-the-field” rank bump might be 
appropriate in some adventures—or might even be a key plot element of an adventure, or a catalyst for a 
new story. By and large, promotion is slower for privates (or the equivalent) and for Army captains (Navy 
Lt., RAF Flt. Lt., Mountie Supt., Texas Ranger or other police lieutenant) or higher. Promotion from NCO 
(sergeant, petty officer) onto the officer track is rarer still. That said, conspicuous bravery on a successful, 
dangerous mission carries rewards and weight with promotion boards. Final say on whether the promotion 
actually happens is, like most such things, in the hands of the GM.

In most games, if heroes are all part of a military unit, they won’t be spending a lot of money on gear. Their 
guns and ammo are provided, as are uniforms and other equipment, room and board (or tents and C-rations), 
and the other necessities of life. If the intelligence officer needs to flash a few bills around the squatter camp to 
get answers, he can just be assumed to have them. Even in police units like the RCMP and the Texas Rangers, 
without room and board allowances, the focus of their adventures isn’t the pay, it’s the job.

But some game groups like tracking their finances, so with that in mind, here are the Day After 
Ragnarok monthly pay scales for American and Commonwealth militaries.

Military Pay by Rank
Army Rank (US) Navy Rank (RN) Air Rank (RAF) US Pay Commonwealth Pay

Private Jnr Seaman Aircraftman $50 £8

PFC Able Seaman Leading Aircraftman $54 £9

NCOs

Corporal Ordinary Seaman Corporal $66 £10

Sergeant Leading Seaman Sergeant $78 £16

Staff Sergeant Petty Officer 2nd Class Chief Technician $96 £20

Technical Sergeant Petty Officer 1st Class Flight Sergeant $114 £23

Master Sergeant Chief Petty Officer Master Aircrew $138 £28

Officers

2nd Lt Midshipman Pilot Officer $80 £20

1st Lt Sub-Lt. Flying Officer $95 £40

Captain Lieutenant Flight Lt. $150 £50

Major Lt. Cmdr. Sqdn. Leader $250 £65

Lt. Colonel Commander Wing Commander $300 £75

Colonel Captain Flight Cpt. $330 £100

Mountie Rank Pay Texas Ranger Rank Pay

Constable £10 Ranger $70

Corporal £12 Sergeant $90

Sergeant £20 Lieutenant $100

Staff Sergeant £22 Captain $200

Staff Sgt.-Major £24

Sergeant-Major £28

Inspector £30

Superintendent £35

Chief Superintendent £40
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Dragon II biplane has a range about half that, but the 
other stats are the same.)

This description can apply to any small twin-engine, 
propeller-driven transport; for a somewhat larger plane, see 
the DC-3 Dakota.

Vehicle Aspect: Flexible Flyer, Easy to Fix

Bell 47
The first, and so far only, helicopter in the world produced 
for the civilian market, the Bell 47 is manufactured in Fort 
Worth, Texas. Notwithstanding, the Texas Rangers buy 
plenty of them. It can carry a pilot and 1000 lbs. of gear 
245 miles without refueling.

Vehicle Aspect: Agile Whirlybird

DC-3 Dakota
The legendary “Gooney Bird” transport plane was repurposed 
as the C-47 Skytrain during the War. DC-3s can be found 
almost anywhere in the world; even the Soviets produced 
their own version. It can carry a payload of 3 tons up to 1000 
miles without refueling.

Vehicle Aspect: Reliable Rust-Bucket

Noorduyn Norseman
A single-wing STOL bush plane built in Canada; it can 
be fitted with floats, wheels, or skis. It is of wood and 
steel construction. It can fly 900 miles without refueling. 
Similar single-engine bush planes are built in Australia, 
California, and Texas; DeHavilland Canada (reconstructed 
in Vancouver) is working on a superior all-metal bush 
plane, the Beaver.

Vehicle Aspect: Lands on a (Canadian) Dime

Lockheed Constellation
The C-69 high-speed, long-distance (range: 4,500 miles) 
transport became the Constellation airliner after the War. 
Of course, at too high speeds and too long a range, you run 
the risk of burning out one of the four supercharged radial 
engines. Fortunately, three out of four propellers is still 
usually enough.

Vehicle Aspect: World’s Finest Trimotor

PBY Catalina Flying Boat
This seaplane can land on water or land, and take off from 
water with a suitable headwind. It can carry a payload of 
2 tons, and stay aloft for 24 hours, traveling 2,520 miles 
without refueling or maintenance. Military models mount 
up to five guns.

Vehicle Aspect: Lumbering Leviathan

Beechcraft Model 18

Bell 47

DC-3 Dakota

Noorduyn Norseman

Lockheed Constellation
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P-80 Shooting Star
This is the top of the line jet fighter in the USAAF. Similar 
statistics apply to the RAF Gloster Meteor, the Red Air Force 
MiG-9, or the IJAF Nakajima Ki-201.

The plane is armed with six 6  12.7mm machine guns, eight 
5-inch rockets and two 1,000 lb. bombs. The bombs and 
rockets can attack massive scale targets (see p. 48).

Vehicle Aspect: Fast-Attack Interceptor

Piper J-3 Cub
A single-engine light plane produced in prodigious 
numbers (20,000 units) during the War as a trainer, now 
most common as an airmail plane. It can fly 220 miles 
without refueling. Taylorcraft in Texas produces a similar 
plane, the L-2. The British equivalent is the Auster V; 
the Australians produce a biplane with similar stats, the 
DeHaviland Tiger Moth.

Vehicle Aspect: As Simple As It Gets

WATERCRAFT
Fairmile Motor Launch
The somewhat larger Royal Navy version of the USN PT 
Boat. Similar patrol boats operate off the coasts of Japanese-
occupied China, the Mediterranean coasts of France, and 
Argentina.

Military versions are armed with two 7.62mm coaxially 
mounted machine guns, a 40mm Vickers Quick-Fire Tank 
Gun, and 12 depth charges. The depth charges can attack 
massive scale targets. Similar civilian craft are unarmed. 

Vehicle Aspect: Coastal Defense Cruiser

Speedboat
This standard type of watercraft has a wooden hull,  and an 
outboard motor. It can be fitted with a wooden top.

Vehicle Aspect: Green-Water Stalwart 

Triton Class Submarine
The main attack submarine of the Royal Navy. It has a crush 
depth of 600 feet. It’s armed with a 102mm cannon with 
high explosive rounds, three 7.62mm coaxially mounted 
machin guns, and 10 torpedo tubes, with a payload of 26 
total torpedoes. The torpedoes and 102mm cannon can 
attack massive scale targets. 

Vehicle Aspect: Run Silent, Run Deep

P-80 Shooting Star

Piper J-3 Cub

Fairmile Motor 
Launch

Triton Class  
Submarine

PBY Catalina
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environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or 
registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open Game 
Content; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the 
associated products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, 
format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means the licensee in terms of this 
agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used 
under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted 
from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed 
using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, 
non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your 
Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT 
NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright 
holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed 
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-
adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed 
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game 
Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content 
shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open 
Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of 
this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have 
written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game 
Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days 
of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to 
make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.

Fate Core System and Fate Accelerated Edition © 2013 by Evil Hat Productions, LLC. Developed, authored, and edited by Leonard Balsera, Brian 
Engard, Jeremy Keller, Ryan Macklin, Mike Olson, Clark Valentine, Amanda Valentine, Fred Hicks, and Rob Donoghue

The Day After Ragnarok, Fate Core Edition, Copyright 2013, Kenneth Hite; Authors Kenneth Hite and Leonard Balsera  

In accordance with the Open Game License Section 8 “Identification” the following designate Open Game Content and Product Identity:

OPEN GAME CONTENT

All statistics and game mechanics.

PRODUCT IDENTITY

The Day After Raganarok, Spirit of the Century, ophitech, Serpentfall, and all proper names and place names. 

Daniel Wolf (Order #34673232)


